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A Method to Quantify the Radiation Characteristics of an Unknown Interference Source

Mark T. Ma and Galen H. Koepke

Electromagnetic Fields Division
National Bureau of Standards

Boulder, Colorado 80303

A new method for determining the radiation characteristics of leakage from electronic
equipment for interference studies is described in this report. Basically, an uninten-
tional leakage source is considered to be electrically small, and may be characterized by
three equivalent orthogonal electric dipole moments and three equivalent orthogonal magne-
tic dipole moments. When an unknown source object is placed at the center of a transverse
electromagnetic (TEM) cell, its radiated energy couples into the fundamental transmission
mode and propagates toward the two output ports of the TEM cell. With a hybrid junction
inserted into a loop connecting the cell output ports, one is able to measure the sum and
difference powers and the relative phase between the sum and difference outputs. Syste-
matic measurements of these powers and phases at six different source object positions,
based on a well-developed theory, are sufficient to determine the amplitudes and phases of
the unknown component dipole moments, from which the detailed free-space radiation pattern
of the unknown source and the total radiated power can be determined. Results of simu-
lated theoretical examples and an experiment using a spherical dipole radiator are given
to illustrate the theory and measurement procedure.

Key words: dipole moments; electrically small; interference source; leakage; phase
measurements; power measurements; radiation pattern; TEM cell; total radiated power.

1. Introduction

As part of a continuing effort to devise measurement methods for quantifying radio frequency

leakage from electronic equipment, a practical method has been developed. The measurement system

shown in figure 1 uses a transverse electromagnetic (TEM) cell to isolate the equipment under test

(EUT) from the environment while providing the coupling mechanism for the necessary power and phase

measurements.

The premise for this approach is twofold. The first is that the cell is well constructed and

operation is limited to the dominant TEM mode only. The second is that leakage currents on the

exterior surface of the EUT may be modeled with equivalent electric and magnetic short dipole sources

[1,2]. These dipoles may then be vectorially combined to yield a composite equivalent source con-

sisting of three orthogonal electric and three orthogonal magnetic dipole moments as represented in

figure 2.

It has been shown that the total power radiated in free space by the unknown leakage source under

study can be determined with an experimental setup similar to that given in figure 1 by measuring the

sum and difference powers [1,2). The detailed radiation pattern, however, can be obtained only when

the unknown source is characterized by equivalent three orthogonal electric dipole moments or three

orthogonal magnetic dipole moments, but not both. The reason for this is clearly shown in the next

section. For a general unknown radiator characterized by a composite source consisting of both elec-

tric and magnetic dipole moments, such as that represented in figure 2, the amplitudes and phases of

the component dipole moments will be equally important for determining the radiation pattern for such

a composite source. Hence, it is the objective of this report to describe additional required

measurements and their theoretical justifications to determine uniquely the equivalent six unknown

amplitudes and six unknown phases displayed in figure 2.

To avoid the complication of having to establish a phase reference physically connected to the

EUT, the phase difference from sum to difference ports in figure 1, namely * - A, is measured for
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each of the six EUT orientations required previously for power measurements. Thus, the measurement

setup described in this report remains essentially the same as before [1,2] except that an additional

instrument capable of measuring the relative sum-difference phase is inserted into the system.

For easy reference and clarity, the previous theoretical work is very briefly outlined in Section

2. It is there that the notation and definition of terns are also established. Section 3 describes
the power and relative phase measurements and shows how the individual phase information associated
with each component dipole moment (both types) can be extracted from these measurements. Specific

results for two theoretically simulated examples and an experiment using a spherical dipole are pre-

sented in Section 4. A computer algorithm giving instructions of measurement sequences and numerical

results is included as Appendix.

2. A Short Summary of Fundamental Theory for Determining the Radiation Characteristics of an

Electrically Small Source

The electric and magnetic fields appearing at the output ports of a waveguide of arbitrary cross
section, such as one half of a TEM cell shown in figure 3, generated by a current source located in-
side the waveguide may be expressed as [1,2]:

E+ = the vector electric field appearing at the right-hand port (la)

= an
n n n

= the vector electric field appearing at the left-hand port (lb)

= b n n

A( = the vector magnetic field appearing at the right-hand port (ic)

= Z a (

n n n

= the vector magnetic field appearing at the left-hand port (1d)

_ ) b n -
= bn

where En- and R - are respectively the vector orthonormal electric and magnetic basis functions
describing the field structure for each of the n modes that can exist in the waveguide, and an and bn
are the expansion coefficients.

When the size of the waveguide cross section and operating frequency are such that only the

dominant TEM mode (n = 0) exists, and the current source is placed at z = 0, we obtain, with an

application of the Lorentz reciprocity theorem for perfectly conducting waveguide walls [1],

a 0 = b 0 =- e e 0 (2a)
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when the source is a short infinitesimally thin current filament with an electric dipole moment
me = J T , where J is a normalized filament current and Ri is the directed length vector of the shcrt
dipole; or

a =-b0= - jk (mx ) e0 (2b)

when the source is a small current loop with a magnetic dipole moment fm = J'Ws , where J' is the
normalized loop current, as is the vector loop area, k is the free space wave number, and i is the
unit vector along the direction of propagation.

In (2a) and (2b), e0 is the normalized transverse vector electric field inside the TEM cell.
Physically, it is the fundamental mode field generated at z = 0 when a power of one watt is supplied
to the TEM cell. It has mostly the vertical component (y-directed) at the cell center. When the TEM
cell size and frequency are specified, e0 in v/m can be computed theoretically [3].

When a general EUT is represented by a combination of both small electric and magnetic dipoles,
the principle of superposition yields,

b0 (e jk M) 0

where

(3a)

(3b)

(3c)M =fm xi.

The unit for ie is in meters (or amp-m normalized with respect to a unit current), and that for m is
in meter-squares (or amp-m2 normalized with respect to a unit current). The units for a0 and b0 are
in volts.

Taking the sum and difference of (3a) and (3b), we obtain, for the sum power,

Ps = ja0 + b0 12 = I %e 12 (4a)

and for the difference power,

(4b)Pd= a0 - b0
2 = k2 I 02
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Note that the sum power depends only on the electric dipole moment while the difference power depends

only on the magnetic dipole moment. Note further that only the components of me and r that lie along

the direction of the transverse vector field i0 contribute to the output. From the analysis point of

view, when the current sources (me and R) are specified, a0 and b0 can be calculated to give the field

amplitudes at the cell output ports. Or equivalently, the sum and difference powers can be calculated

from (4). From the synthesis point of view, Ps and Pd are obtained from measurements, and m~e and M

can be determined from (4) to represent the unknown EUT. After me and M (and hence im) are

determined, the corresponding far-field power pattern radiated in free space may be written as E1]

P(a,f) = [(mex + k2 mmx) (cos 2 cos2 + sin2

+ (m + k2 m ) (cos 2 sin2 + cos2p) + (m + k2 m z) sin2e

- 2{m m cos(* - w ) + k2mmm cos(ym - m )} sin2  sink cosp

- 2{m mezcos( - ez ) + k2mmymmz cos(y - pmz)} sine cose sink

- 2{mezm cos(pez - ex) + k2mmz mmx cos(mz - mx)} sine cose cosh

+ 2k{m m sin(,ex - wmy) - m ymmx sin(e - mx )} cose

+ 2k{m mz sin(e - pmz ) - m my sin(.ez - my )} sine cosh

+ 2k{m ezmmx sin(wez - mx ) - m mz sin( e - mz)} sine sinp] , (5)

where mex, mey, and mez are the amplitudes of the three orthogonal components of the electric dipole
moment e , s'ex' Wey' and Wez are the phases associated with the components of me; mmx, mmy, mmz' mx'
Wmy, and mz have similar meanings for the magnetic dipole moment mm; a is the operating wavelength; r
is the distance measured from the radiator; and e and 0 are the spherical coordinates relative to a
chosen origin at the radiator.

The total radiated power is given by

PT = J P(uq)d
4n
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2

407T 2 Z+m2  +m2  +k2  2 +2 +2_ -~ tmex mey mez k(fmmx +mmy +mmz) t

= 402 ( e 2  + k 2  )2 . (6)

It is clear that the total radiated power in (6) depends only on the amplitudes of dipole moments, and

that the power pattern in (5) is much more involved.

Based on the above observation and various properties noted earlier for Ps and Pd, an experi-

mental procedure was developed to measure the sum and difference powers for six different EUT posi-

tions, from which the total radiated power and the radiation pattern for an EUT made of one kind of

dipole moment can be determined [1].

Outlining this method, we establish a coordinate system (x,y,z) with respect to the TEM cell with

the origin at the geometric center of the cell, place the EUT at (0, yo, 0), assign another coordinate

system (x', y', z') with respect to the center of the EUT. Initially, we align x-x', y-y', and z-z'

as shown in figure 4a. We then rotate the EUT counterclockwise by an angle of 71/4 about the z'-axis
so that its position relative to the TEM cell can be seen in figure 4b, measure the sum and difference

powers, and designate them respectively as Psi and Pdl. Remembering the transverse electric

field e0 = px + gy , we see from (4) that only the x- and y-components of the "rotated" transverse

electric field e = 1 (p+q)x + - (q-p) and the x- and y-components of me and M contribute to PsI
and Pd1

We next rotate the EUT by an additional 'r/!?, also counterclockwise about the z'-axis as displayed
in figure 4c, and measure the sum and difference powers Ps 2 and Pd2. Clearly, this time

eO = - (-p + q)x - - (p + q)y and the x- and y-components of , and M make contribution to Ps2 and
V/7 y/7

Pd2'

We then align the coordinate frames such that x = y', y = z' and z = x' as shown in figure 5a.
Now, we rotate the EUT counterclockwise by an angle of n/4 about the x'-axis to have a geometric

condition given in figure 5b, proceed to make the sum and difference power measurements, and call them

respectively Ps 3 and Pd3. Note the e and the y- and z-components of %, and A contribute to Ps 3 and

Pd3. The EUT is then rotated counterclockwise by another n/2 about the x'-axis with its position dis-
played in figure 5c yielding measurements of Ps4 and Pd4 due to contributions by e0 and the y- and z-
components of the dipole moments.

Finally, we align the coordinate frames in accordance with x = z', y = x', and z = y', rotate in

a similar manner as indicated in figures 6a, b, c, and measure Ps5, Pd5' Ps6 and Pd6. Now, e5 and the

x- and z-components of me and M contribute to Ps5 and Pd5 while e0 and the x- and z-components of

me and M contribute to Ps 6 and Pd6'

After collecting the measured sum and difference powers, we obtain the following [1]:
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m2-ex

mey = [C] [Ps]/2(p2 + q2)

m2ez,

' m2

mmy = [C] [Pd]/2k 2(p2 + q2)

Smmz

cos(*ex

cos(1iey

cos(pez

- ey )

- ez) = [D] [Ps]/2(q2 - p2)

- ex )

mmxmf cos(V mx -

mmymmz cos(. -

mmzmmx cox(mz -

s]

d]

*mz

*mx

I= [D] [Pd/2k2 (2 _ p2) ,

Psi

Ps2

Ps3

Ps4

Ps5

Ps6

Pd2

Pdl

d4

Pd3

Pd6

Pd5

J

J
6

(7a)

(7b)

(7c)

Smez ey

meymez

mezmex

and

where

(7d)

(7e)

(7f)



( 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 %

[C] = 1 1 1 -1 -1 (7g)
-1 -1 1 1 1 1

'1 -1 f f -f -f

ED] = -f -f 1 -1 f f (7h)
L f f -f -f 1 -1)

and

f = 2pq/(p2 + q2) (71)

From (6) and (7a,b) we see why the sum and difference power measurements alone are sufficient to

determine the total radiated power, in free space, of the unknown EUT. From (5) and (7c,d) we see why

the radiation pattern can also be determined by the power measurements under the condition that the

EUT may be characterized by either ine or m (but not both) even though the phases associated with the

component dipole moments have not been treated yet. For a general EUT consisting of a combination of

both types of dipole moments, the phases as well as the amplitudes of the component dipole moments

will be important for determining the radiation pattern in view of the last three lines in (5).

Before considering the phase measurements to be presented in the next section, we note from (7a)

that the electric dipole moment components are related only to the sum powers, and from (7b) that the

magnetic dipole moment components are related only to the difference powers. Thus, an observation of

the relative values of the measured sum and difference powers may reveal the basic characteristics of

the unknown EUT as to whether it is of electric type, magnetic type, or both.

3. Phase Considerations for Determining an Unknown General Source Consisting of Both Electric and

Magnetic Dipole Moments

The results in (7c,d) contain limited phase information already. Once the amplitudes of the
component electric dipole moments are obtained from (7a), application of (7c) yields

-* --1 s s2 + f(Ps3 + Ps4 - s5 5 s6)
' ex y = cos 2  2  0 e1 (8a)

2(q - P) mex mey

-1 s3 - Ps4 + -Psl - 's2 + Ps5 + Ps6 )
'ey - ez = cos e2

2(q - p) m mez

and
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-1 ps5 - ps6 + f(Ps1 + Ps2 - s3 - s4 _
4ez ~ex C56 2 2 e3, (8c)

2(q - p ) mez m

where the results have been designated as ee, i= 1,2, and 3.

Similarly, we obtain the following with the aid of (7b) and (7d):

-1 ~ d1 + Pd2 + fd3 + Pd4 ~ d5 ~d6 _
mx - wmy = cos- 22 2 m) m (9a)

2k (q - p) mmx my

Ij) m mz o-1 P d3 + Pd4 + f(-Pdl - Pd2 + Pd5 + Pd6my -mz =cs2 2 2 J 0m2 (9b)
2k (q - p ) my mmz

-1 ~ d5 + Pd6 + fdl + Pd2 - Pd3 - Pd4)
*mz ~ ix = co 22  2 . 2 m m m3 .(9c)

2k (q - p i mmx mmz

Note that (8) and (9) give some phase relationship between the component dipole moments of the same

kind only. The phase relationship between the components of mixed types, which is also necessary for

determining the power pattern in (5), has to be obtained by other means.

To avoid the difficulty of having to establish a phase reference with respect to a physical point

on the EUT, and to keep the measurement setup simple, we only insert an additional instrument into the

previous system [1,2] that has the ability to measure the relative phase between the sum and differ-

ence ports, as shown in figure 1. We will now present the necessary derivations to demonstrate that

the relative sum and difference phases measured at the same six EUT orientations as those for measur-

ing the sum and difference powers are sufficient to extract the individual phase information for the

component dipole moments.

Referring to (3a), (3b), and figure 4b where the first sum and difference power measurements are

made, we have, for the sum port,

a0 + b0 = - me e _ -(x mexe + Y meye ey) . (xp' + 9q') (10a)

= -(A 1 + jB1) ,

where

A1  PmeX cosex + q'mey cosey (10b)

B= P'meX sinex + q'mey sin ey (10c)
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p' = pcos(n/4) + q sin(r/4) = (p + q)/V

q' = qcos(TT/4) - p sin(n/4) = (-p + q)/v7

and p and q are respecti ely the x-
vector e0 *

For the difference port, we have

where

and y-components of the normalized transverse electric field

a 0 - b0 = -jk -e = -jk(im x 0

= -k (C 1 + jD1 )

C 1 q'mmx sinpmx - p'mmy sinmy

and

D1 -q mmx cosypmx + pmmy costmy -

The relative ,:hase between the sum and difference ports for this first measurement orientation is
then,

$1 = tan~1 (B 1 /A,) - tan~1 (D 1 /C 1 ) (12a)

When the relation y = hex - eel from (8a) is substituted above for A1 and B 1, and
4mx = my + em1 from (9a) is substituted for C 1 and D 1, we obtain

tan~ 1 ( B1 /A1 ) = e- al

tan- 1(D1 /C1 ) = Pmy - a1

(12b)

(12c)

Sm-1 ey sine
S- tan p m + q m coseel

= tan 1 r qmmx cosemi - p'mmy
1 nq'mm sineml

12d)

(12e)

9
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Thus, equation (12a) becomes

1 'hex - a- ( -my - s1),

'hex - My ~~ 1 + al - al -

or

(12f)

(12g)

Note that al and a1 are obtainable from the measured sum and difference powers in accordance with
(7a,b), (8a) and (9a). Since 1 is also available through a direct measurement, the mixed phase

hex - Amy required in (5) can then be obtained from (12g).

Alternatively, when the relation *ex = 'y + 0e1 and m = *mx - 0ml are used in (12a), we have

= 
1 fey -a- ( mx -s),

wey - 'mx = +a - ,

ac = tan 1 p'm cose sineel
01 - tn ex el +p' s e

s' =tan- q'mmx - p'mm cnseml1% p mmy sieml

Taking the difference between (12g) and (12i), and using (8a) and (9a) yields

0e1 + em= = al - 1 l - (al - 01)

which may serve as a useful check to determine data consistency.

The truth of (122) may also be evidenced by showing

al - al = eel

from (12d,j), and

6 - 11 = em1

from (12e,k).

Clearly, either the set of (12d,e,g) or that of (12i,j,k) is necessary from the computation point
of view, provided, of course, that a measured 01 is available. This means that we may either compute

10
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the relative mixed phase hex - 'my from (12d,e,g) and then obtain its counterpart fey - mx also

required in (5) by

$'ey - mx ex ~ my eel~ 0ml (12o)

or compute *ey - 4'mx from (12i,j,k) and then obtain 4'ex - Amy by

*e - = , - m + eel + eml . (12p)

When the measured quantities (sum and difference powers, and the relative phase 1 between the sum and

difference ports) are not contaminated by noise, there will be no inaccuracy contained in the computed

values. The computation from either of the above two sets is then equally good and yields identical

results. However, when the computed values are relatively inaccurate because of the noisy measured

quantities, more reasonable results may be obtained from one set of computations than the other, as

will be evident later in Example 3. For this reason only, the derivations for both sets of

computations are presented above.

At the second measurement orientation shown in figure 4c, we have

a0 + b0 = -e e = -(A2 + jB2) (13a)

a 0 - b0 = -jk(im x i) - e = -k(C2 + jD 2) , (13b)

where

A2 = qexco - p'mey cosey (13c)

B2  qmex sin ex - P'mey sin* ey (13d)

C2 = mmx sin* mx - q'mmy sin my (13e)

and

D2 = p'mmx cusmx + 'mY cos my (13f)

Note that A2, 82, C2 and D2 above can be obtained from (10b,c) and (llb,c) merely by replacing p' by

q' and q' by -p' in the latter expressions. This is so because the measurement orientation for EUT in

figure 4c differs by 90* from that in figure 4b. Thus, the relative sum-to-difference phase now

becomes

2 = tan-1 (B 2 /A 2 ) - tan~1 (D 2 /C2) (14a)

which is of the same form as that in (12a) except a change in subscript from 1 to 2.
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The same application of Vey = ex - eel and %m = my + 6m in (14a) yields

tan- 1 (B 2/A2 ) wex - a2 ,

tan-1(D2 /C2) = wmy - s2 ,

2 hex a2 ( my ~2) ,

ex - Ymy 2 + a2 -2 '

(14b)

(14c)

(14d)

(14e)

(14f)

(14g)

a a-1 -pImey sineel ,1
2= tan q'm - pm Cose )'

ex ey el

s a-1 -p'mmx c oseml - q'mmyI
62 =tn -p'm sine )'

mx ml

mote that (14e) and (12g) should give an identical result for wex - 'my if no error is present in
the measured quantities. When errors are present because of the noisy measurement background,
inaccurate readings of the instruments, or other reasons, the results from (12g) and (14e) are no
longer identical. The difference between them may be indicative of the quality of the measured
quantities involved. In practise, we may be forced to take the average of them as the final result
for ex - wmy'

Alternatively, we obtain the following, if the relations pex = wey + eel
used in (14a),

and my mx - em1 are

(14h)

or

(14i)

where

a2 = tan- (, -gqmex sinee

qmex coseel p mey)

-1 -p'mmx -immy coseml
a2 - tan q 'm sine -.

my ml

The identities,

a2 -a2 = el

12

or

where

and

and

(14j)

(14k)

(14R)

02=~fey -a2- ~ Imx - 6) ,

ey - m = 2 + a2 - ,



and

6 - s2 = eml (14m)

may also be useful for the purpose of checking data consistency.

Furthermore, the equality of (12g) and (14e) also helps to establish the following important
phase relationships between ee1 and eml:

sinem1 = M12/N12  (15a)
or

sineel = M12/N12  (15b)

where

M12 = 2(m - m ) m m sineel

+(mex - m)(mx - my) tan($ 1 - 2 (15c)

N 12 = - 2(m - m ) mmm

+ 4mexmeymmxmmy tan(ol- 02) sineel (15d)

M12 = 2(m2  - m2 ) mmxmm sineml

2 2 2 2 (15e)
+ (mex - m) (mmx -my tan( 1 -

and

N12 = - 2(m2  - m ) meXmey

+ 4 m m mmxmmy tan(o1 - 02) sineml (15f)

The importance of (15a,b) can be seen when we refer to (8) and (9). In addition to the obvious
constraints,

e + ee + 6e3 = 0 (16a)

and

eml + em2 + m3 =0 , (16b)

there is still a sign ambiguity for eei and emi, i = 1,2,3, based on the power measurement data and
the operation of taking inverse cosines. Equation (15a) or (15b) will solve this problem of sign
ambiguity in '.e sense that only one particular choice of sign set will satisfy (15a) or (15b).
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Similarly, the other four EUT orientations discussed in Section 2 yield:

Oi = tan~ 1 (B /Ai ) - tan-'(Di /Ci ) , i = 3,4,5,6 (17)

where A3 , B3, C 3 and D 3 may be obtained from (10b,c) and (11b,c) when the subscript x in the latter
expressions is replaced by y and y by z; A4, B4, C4 and D4 from (13c,d,e,f) by doing the same changes
in suscripts; A5 , B5, CS and D5 from (10b,c), (11b,c) and A6 , B6 , C6 and D6 From (13c,d,e,f) by
changing the subscript x to z and y to x.

More explicitly, we have

A 3 = P'mey costey + q'mez cosez ,

B3 = p'me sin*p + qmez siniez ,

C3 - emmy sineY - p'mmz sinmz ,

D3 = -'mMy cosmy + P'mmz cosmz '

A4 = i'mey Cosey - p'mez cosez

B4 = qmey siney - p'mez sinfez ,

C4 = -P'mmy sin* my - q'mmz sinmz '

D4 = P'mmy cos$my + q'mmz CosMz ;

A 5 = pmez costez + qmex cosy ex

(18a)

(18b)

(18c)

(18d)

(19a)

(19b)

(19c)

(19d)

(20a)

(20b)B5 p'mez sin.4ez + qmex sin *ex

C5 = q'mmz sin mz - p'mmx sin m ,' (20c)

14
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D5 = -mmz cosmz + p'mmx cos4mx (20d)

and

A6 = q'mez costez - p'mex Cos* , '

B6 = q'mez sinez - pImex sin '

C6 = -p'm mz sin*mz - q'mmx sinpm ,'

D6 = pmmz cosmz + q'mmx cosy mx -

(21a)

(21b)

(21c)

(21d)

With the substitution of 4ez

3 and 4, we obtain:
= *ey - 6e 2 from (8b) and im = Pmz + em2 from (9b) in (17) for i =

03'=ey - a3 *mz 0)

04 = 'Pey - a4 - (*mz - s4) ,

and
(22a)

(22b)

yielding

ey mz 0 3 + a3 - 03 = *4 + a4 - 04 (22c)

where

-1 q'mez sinee2  1a3 = man P'mey + mez COSe2  '

-1 'mmy cosem2 - p'mmz
03= tan q 'm sinem2

a a-1 -pfmez sinee2
a4 - an gmey - p'mez cosee 2  ,

-1 - n mMYcose -q'mmz
04 = tan -p'MMY sine m2

15
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In addition, equation (22c) also yields a relationship between ee2 and em2

sinem2 = M34/N34

sinee2 = M34/N34

M34 = 2(m - mmz) meymez sinee 2

+ (m - m (my - mmz) tan( 3 ~ 44

N34 = -2(m2  - m ) m m34 ey ez ) mymmz
+ 4m mezmmymmz tan( 3 - 04 ) sinee2

M34 = 2(m - mez) mmymmz sinem2

+ (m - mez my - mmz) tan(03 - 4

(23a)

(23b)

(23c)

(23d)

(23e)

and

N34 = -2 (m2 m mm= -2zm meymez (23f)

+ 4 mmeyezmmymmz tan(03 - 04 ) sinem2

Alternatively, with the substitution of e = ez + 0e2 and mz = my - em2 in (17) for i = 3
and 4, we obtain:

(24a)

and

(24b)

(24c)

- 4 = Cez - - y- ) ;

ez ~ *my 3 + 3~0 4 + 04 - 4

mPmey sinee2
Pmey Cosae2 +qme

(mmy - p'mmz Cosam

p mmz sinem2

a3 = tan-

63 = tan-

,) (24d)

(24e)
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a tan-1 -gmey sinee2
= tan qme cosee2 - Pmez

= ta- 1  ~ my - (mmz cosem2
4 - q'mmz sinem

mzm2

(24f)

(24g)

Of course, the second relation in (24c) yields the same relationship between 0e2 and 6m2 as those in
(23a,b). The following identities,

a3 -a 3 =a4 -a 4 =0 e2

s3 - 13 = 14 - 14 = em2

(24h)

(24i)

may be useful for checking the correctness of various quantities.

Applying the relationships of
with i = 5 and 6, we obtain:

and

hex ='ez 6e3 from (8c) and mz 'mx + em3 from (9c) to (17)

5 ' ez -a 5 - mx a5) ,

6 - ez - a6 ( mx - a6) ,
yielding

where
Sez~mx = 1 5 + a5 - R5 = 6 + a6 - s6 ,

a=a-1 q'm, sinee3
a5 = tan 1 p'mez q m chose

1 = tan-1 q'mmz cose 3 -p'mmx
5 - m mz sinem3  ,

a - tan- 1  -p mex sinee3
6 q'm - p m cosee3 ,and

Stan1 -pmmz cose - q'mm6 -p'mmz sinem3

Also, equation (25c) yields a relationship between ee3 and em3 '

17

and

and

(25a)

(25b)

(25c)

(25d)

(25e)

(25f)

(25g)



sinem3 = M56/N56
or

sinee3 =M56/N56

M56 = 2(mmz - m mx)m ezm sinee3

2 m2  2 2
+ (me ~ x~mz mx) tan($5 - 6

(26b)

(26c)

N56 = -2 (mez - mex)mmzmmx + 4mezm exmmzmmx tan( 5 - 6) sine3

M56 = 2 (mez - m2 )mmzmmxsinem
3

2 m2 )(2  -
+ (mez - m e mmz - mmx) tan( 5 - 6 )

N5 6 = -2 (mmz - mmx)mezmex + 4mezmexmmzmmx tan(o5 -

(26d)

(26e)

(26f)6)sine m3

Alternatively, if we use 'ez ' hex + 6e3 and mx= 'mz - em3 in (17) for i = 5 and 6, we obtain:

5 Wex- a5 ()mz Sj) , (27a)
and

(27b)$6 ~ 'ex - a6 - ('mz - 6) ;

yielding

ex - mz 5 + a5 -5 ~ 6 + a6 -6 ,

where

& = tan-1 ife-pmz sine
5 L m'ne Cosae + qi 3'e z s e 3 '

B a-1 q'mmz - p'mmx Cosem
5= tanp mmx sn em3

tn-1 -'mez sinee3
=ta q'mez cosee 3 - p mex

and

18
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(27c)

(27d)

(27e)

(27f)

(26a)



tan-1 -pmz - q'mmx cosem3
66 = tan(27g)

6 q mmx siem3

Of course, equation (27c) yields the same relationship between ee3 and em3 as given in (26a, b). The
following identities for possible checking purpose are also obvious,

a5 - a5 = a6 - a6 = ee3 , (27h)

and

s - '5 = =6 6 e em3 . (27i)

In addition, from (12f), (14d), (22a,b) and (25a,b), we have another useful checking relationship:

$1 - 2 + 03 - 4 + 5 - 6 = a2 + a4 + a6 - (a + a3 + a5)

+ + 3 + 5 - (2 + s4 +6 * (27j)

Similarly, from (12h), (14h), (24a,b) and (27a,b), we also have

01 - 02 + 03 - 4 + 5 - 6 =a2 + a4 + a6 - ((i+ a3 + a5 )
(27k)

Thus, the phases obtained in (12g) [or (14e)], (12i) [or (14i)], (22c), (24c), (25c) and (27c)
together with (7a-d) derived previously constitute the complete set of information characterizing an
unknown emitter being investigated, from which the detailed radiation pattern may be plotted in accor-
dance with (5).

After the rather lengthy formal derivations presented above, it is instructive to summarize a few
points. (i) The sum and difference power measurements taken at the proposed six EUT positions are

sufficient to determine the equivalent six unknown dipole moments amplitude (mex, mey, mez; mmx, mmy,
mmz), and the total power radiated by the unknown EUT in free space. (ii) The same power measure-
ments are not enough to determine the detailed radiation pattern if the EUT is made of both types of
dipole moments. To achieve this objective for the general case, the relative phase measurements

between the sum and difference ports taken at the six prescribed EUT positions are required. (iii)
An examination of the power pattern expression given by (5) shows that all phase terms appear as
relative quantities (i.e., 'hex - i my). This permits specifying one phase angle as a reference,
assigning an arbitrary value to it, and resolving the five remaining angles relative to the chosen
reference. Of course, the reference value assigned will have no effect on the final radiation power
pattern. (iv) To extract the remaining five relative phase angles from the measured power and phase
data (Psi, Pdi, Oi, i=1,2,...,6), after choosing one of the six phases ,ex' f'ey' f'ez' 'mx' Wmy' Pmz as
a reference, it is necessary to use:
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(A) One set of three equations from either (8) or (9) with the constraints

given by (16a) or (16b),

(B) (12g) or (14e),

(C) one of the relations in (22c)

and

(D) one of the relations in (25c)

for a total of five independent equations. The sign ambiguity in (8) or (9) is solved by (15a),
(23a), and (26a) [or (15b), (23b), and (26b)].

Three examples are given in the next section to illustrate the above summary.

4. Illustrative Examples

Since the equations required for extracting the unknown phases are quite involved, we wish first
to verify their usefulness and validity by two simulated theoretical examples so that the problem is
not futher complicated by practical considerations such as measurement inaccuracy caused by the back-
ground noise and imperfect readings of the instrument.

Example 1. Suppose the equivalent electric and magnetic dipole moments in meters and square-meters
respectively and phases in degrees representing an unknown EUT are:

mex = 1.4,

mmx = 0.8,

m = 1.8,
m = 0.6,

mez = 1.6,
mmz = 0.4,

'hex = 0,

mx = -80,
fey = 80, 9ez = 60 ;

Ap = -60, 'mz = -45 .

In addition, suppose the particular TEM cell used has a cross-sectional area of 1.2mX1.2m so that at
the frequency of 30 MHz, only the dominant TEM mode can propagate and the vector transverse electric
field is computed as e0 = ip + yq, where p = 0 and q = 11.83 v/m [3].

In accordance with the material presented in Section 2, we have the following sum and difference
powers,

Ps1 x 2 [m2 + m + 2m m cos(v - ey )] = 425.107856 , (28a)

Ps2 2[m2 + m - 2m m cos(e - Vey)] = 302.626424 ,

Ps3 q 2[m2 + mez + 2m mezcos(e - 'ez)] = 784.597583 ,
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Ps4 .2[mey + mez -2m me cos( - *e)] = 27.106038 ,

1 2 +Ps5 = 2 [e m2x + 2mezm cos(iez - 'ex)] = 473.027282 ,

Ps6 q 2[mez + mex - 2mezmex cos(tez - ex)] = 159.541746 ,

Pai 1 2 2 +m2
Pd l -i q[nx+ my

S12 2 2
Pd2 - q 2[m M

Pd3 _ 12 2my

2

+ mz

Pd4 = j22[%my + mmz

d5 12 2mm + mmx -

- 2mmm cos(m - y )] = 2.704333 ,

+ 2mmm cos(pm - *my)] = 52.545279 ,

- 2m mmzcos(M - pmz)] = 1.556813 ,

+ 2m mmzcos(p - pmz)] = 27.172985 ,

2mmzmmxcos( mz - imx)] = 7.617338 ,

Pd6 22 2[m z + mmx + 2mmzmmxcos(pmz- i mx)] = 36.582351 .

Te relative sum-to-difference phases in degrees can be obtained from (12f), (14d) and (22a),
(22b), (25a) and (25b) in Section 3 as:

1 = -103.0261 ,

04 = 105.5593 ,
2 = -77.0300 ,

05 = 48.1116 ,
03 = -113.5502,

06 = 91.9132.

We, now, assume that the EUT is unknown and the values given in (28) and (29) are the "measured"
sum and difference powers and phases. The problem at hand is then to verify the validity and
usefulness of the development presented in Sections 2 and 3 to see whether the unknown dipole moments
and phases can be recovered to compute the radiation pattern. Using (7) with p = 0 and q = 11.83, we
obtain

m2 s(P1 + Ps 2 ~ s3 Ps4 + Ps5 + Ps6 )/(2q
2) =1.96 , (30a)
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(28e)

(28f)

(28g)

(28h)

(28i)

(28j)

(28k)

and

(28-)

(29)



m2
si + ps2 + ps3 + ps4 - s5 - s6)/(2q2) = 3.24 ,

mez sl ps2 + ps3 + ps4 + ps5 + ps6)/(2q2) = 2.56 ,

mmx= dl + Pd2 - pd3 ~ d4 + Pd5 + pd6 )/(2k
2q2) = 0.64 ,

my (d + pd2 + Pd3 + Pd4 - d5 - pd6 )/(2k 2q2 ) = 0.36 ,

mz = ( ~d1 pd2 + pd3 + pd4 + pd5 + pd6 )/(2k
2q2 ) = 0.16 ;

cos( ex - Vey) = si - s2)/(2q2mexmey) = 0.173648

or *ex -* = t 800 ,

cos(p - ez ) s3 - ps4)/(2q2meymez) = 0.939693

or 'e - ez =e2 = + 200 ,

cos(pez - ) = (Ps5 - ps6)/(2q2mezmex) = 0.500000

or 'fez ~ ex e3 = 60 0 ,

cos(pm ~ my) )=(pd2 - Pd1 )/(2k
2 2mmm,) = 0.939693

or mx -my 8ml =t200

cos(9my - mz = d4 - Pd3 )/(2k
2 q2mmymm) = 0.965926

or V - *mz =6 = 150,

Cos(*mz ~ *mx d6 - pd5)/(2k
2q2mmzmmx) = 0.819152

or 'mz - 'mx =m3 = 350 .
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(30c)

(30d)

(30e)

(30f)

(30g)

(30h)

(301)

(30j)

(30k)
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Clearly, all the amplitudes of dipole moments have been recovered, (16a,b) can be satisfied with two
possibilities for each. The sign ambiguity for eei and emi, i = 1,2,3 may be resolved by (15), (23)
and (26).

Case 1. Choosing eel = 800, ee2 = -200, and ee3 = -600 for (15a), (23a) and (26a), we obtain

sineml = -1.428572, no solution ;

sinem2 = -1.140644, no solution ;

sinem3 = 1.070753, no solution .

Case 2. Choosing eel = -800, ee2 = 200, and ee 3 = 600 for (15a), (23a) and (26a) we obtain

sineml = -0.342020 ,

sinem2 = -0.258819 , (31a)

sinem3 = 0.573605 ,

which yield

eml = -200, eM2 = -150, eM3 = 350

or

em1 = -1600, em2 = -1650, em 3 = 1450

A quick check of (16b) and (30j,k,x) confirms that the
solution in (31c) should be discarded. Thus,

(31c)

solution in (31b) is correct. The false

*ex -fey = -800, V ey - *ez = 200, *ez - Wex =

*mX - *my= -200, 4j, - *mz = -15 0 , mz - %mx =

600 ,

350 .
(32)

Should we start with em1, em2 and em3 obtained in (30j,k,R) and then use (15b), (23b) and (26b), we
would reach the same conclusion.

The application of (12d,e,g), (14e,f,g), (22c,d,e,f,g) and (25c,d,e,f,g) yields

al = -45.98770

a2 = 58.47300

, 81 = 150.98620

, 02 = -78.55700
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a3 = 9.40570

a4 = -61.55100

a5 = 27.79580

a6 = -53.41320

, 3 = 130.85550

, 84 = -80.99170

, 85 = -64.09260

86 = -101.50000

(33c)

(33d)

(33e)

(33f)

(33g)*ex - * = 600 , py - *mz = 1250 , i - *M = 1400

The application of (12i,j,k), (14i,j,k), (24c,d,e,f,g) and (27c,d,e,f,g) yields

al = 34.01230

a 2 = 138.47300

a = -10.59430

a = -81.55110

a = -32.20420

a6 = -113.41320

-

ey mx = 1600

and

= 130.98620

, s = -98.55700

6 = 115.85540

. 86 = -95.99170

-29.09260

6 = -66.50000

, ez ~ My = 1200, hex - *mz = 450

Note that the quantities obtained in (32), (33g) and (34g) fulfill the relative phase requirement for

the radiation pattern in (5). Note further that the relationships in (121,m,n), (14Rm), (24h,i), and

(27h,i,j,k) are all exactly satisfied.

If, in addition, *e = 0 is chosen as the phase reference, the other phases will be *ey = 800,

fez 600, 'mx = -800, Amy = -600, and *mz = -450, which are exactly the ones assigned in this

particular example.

At this point, one may doubt the validity of the formal presentation if some of the six ampli-

tudes of the dipole moments vanish. To eliminate this doubt, another theoretical example is given

below.

Example 2. Suppose the input data remain the same as those presented in Example 1, except that mmz =
0. Naturally, under this condition, *mz has no meaning. The sum powers and the first two difference

powers should also remain as those obtained in (28) because they do not involve mz. The other

difference powers will be different. They are:

Pd3 = Pd4 = k2 2m /2 = 9.944930 (35a)
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(34a)

(34b)

(34c)

(34d)

(34e)

(34f)

(34g)
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and

Pd5 P d6 = k2 2m x/2 = 17.679876 . (35b)

By the same reason, and 2 should have the same values as those given in (29). The other sum-to-

difference phases in degrees may be obtained from (17) as:

03 = -139.4057, 04 = 111.5511, 5 = 22.2042 and 06 = 103.4132 . (36)

Note that, for this special case, we not only have Pd3 ~ Pd4 and Pd5 = d6 as given in (35), but also

have 2(Pd3 + Pd5) -d1 - Pd2 = 0. In fact, these relations insure mmz = 0 as can be easily seen from

(7). The sum-to-difference phases 0i have, however, no simple relationship.

Again, from the testing point of view, we assume that the powers given in (28a through h) and

(35a,b) and the sum-to-difference phases given in (36) together with q = -103.0261* and 02 =

-77.0300* are the "measured" values. Obviously, all the dipole-moment amplitudes can be totally

recovered by the same exercise presented in (30a through f). The relative phases associated with the

electric dipole moments also remain the same as before, namely, eel = 80*, ee2 = 200, and ee3 =
60*. The only relative phase associated with the magnetic dipole moment is still em1 = 20*. The

other relative phases associated with the magnetic dipole moments, 6m2 and e., are undefined because
they both involve the meaningless quantity wmz. Fortunately, they are not required, as can be seen

later.

Case 1. Choosing eel = 800, ee2 = -200, and ee 3 = -600 for (15a), we have

sineml = -1.428572, no solution.

Case 2. Choosing eel = -800, ee2 = 200, and ee 3 = 600 for (15a), we have

sineml = -0.342020, or em1 = -200,

which implies that the correct solution should be:

ex - ey = -800, Vey - 1ez = 200, fez - ex = 600, and mx - my = -200 . (37a)

Note that the other possible solution of em1 = -1600 is discarded in view of (28g) and (28h). So long

as Pd2>Pd1' we always have iemli<90 0.
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The conditions (12g) and (12i) yield respectively

ex - my = 600

ey - mx = 1600 ;

(37b)

(37c)

the condition (24c) yields

ez - imy = 1200 . (37d)

(37e)

and the condition (25c) yields

ez ~ mx = 1400

The relative phases so extracted above are all required by

emitter being considered. The other conditions, (22c) anc

that the values for CL, a , (i = 1,2,3,4,5,6), 1' s2' qi,
and (34) since they involve only eei (i = 1,2,3) and em1 .

(5) for computing the power pattern for the

I (27c) are meaningless in this case. Note

6 remain the same as those given in (33)

The other ai and a; become

s3 ' 4 , a , undefined,

Of course, when 'ex = 0

3 = 9 0  00 , = -900  = , 6 = -900

is chosen as the phase reference, we obtain from (37)

ey = 8009 , ez = 600, mx = -800 and *my = -600

Thus, we demonstrated that the theoretical development presented in this report is also

applicable to the special case when one of the component dipole moments vanishes. The same conclusion

is valid when any one of the other five component dipole moments is zero. For example, when mmy = 0,

we will have Pdl = Pd2' Pd3 = Pd4, and 2(Pdl + Pd3) - Pd5 - Pd6 = 0; and em1 and em2 will be

meaningless. As another example, if mex = 0, we will then have Ps1 = Ps2, Ps5 = Ps6, and 2(Ps1 + Ps 5)

- Ps3 - s4 = 0; and eel and ee3 will have no meaning.

The formulation is also good when any two or more of the six component dipole moments vanish.

For example, when mmy = mmz = 0, we will have Pdl d2 = Pd5 = d6, and Pd3 = d4 = 0; and

all emi (i=1,2,3) will have no meaning. Then eel, ee2' ee3' and Fez * lmx from (25c) will be

sufficient to give the correct solution. As another example, if mez = mmz = 0, we then have Ps3 =
Ps4, Ps5 = Ps6, 2(Ps 3 + Ps5) - Ps1 - Ps2 = 0; Pd3 = Pd4' Pd5 = Pd6, 2 (Pd3 + Pd5) - Pdl - Pd2 = 0; and
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e 22, 0e3' 0m2, and em3 will all have no meaning. Then, eel, (12g), (14i), and (15a) will give an

unambiguous solution for the relative phases.

After demonstrating the usefulness and validity of the theory and computation procedures outlined

in Sections 2 and 3 by two theoretical examples, we now give a practical example based on actual

experimental data. It should be anticipated that the procedures involved will not be as

straightforward as those for the theoretical examples because the measured inaccuracy and noise will

mask the consistency required by various equations.

Example 3. In this experiment, the unknown EUT is represented by a spherical dipole radiator with a

radius of 5 cm. The radiator consists of two hemispherical shells which are fed at the poles and held

together by threading onto a dielectric disc such that there is a gap of 3 mm between them. The

electronic circuitry feeding the dipole is enclosed within the shells and consists of a battery-

operated power supply and a 30-MHz crystal oscillator followed by an amplifier. Thus, the radiator is

self-contained and no external connections are needed.

The radiator, with an arbitrary orientation, was placed at the center of the upper chamber of a

TEM cell of 1.20 m X 1.20 m X 2.40 m. The measured sum powers in watts, difference powers in watts,

and relative phases in degrees between the sum and difference outputs at tne six positions depicted in

figures 4, 5, and 6, as recorded by the computer in the experimental system, are as follows:

Psi = 9.935735(10-6), Ps2 = 8.855233(10-10), ps3 = 2.224334(10-6),

Ps 4 = 2.674238(10-6), Ps5 = 2.329164(10-6), Ps6 = 2.800271(10-6),

Pdl = 2.640584(10-8), Pd2 = 5.391381(10-12), Pd3 = 5.031529(10-9),

Pd4 = 5.911531(10-9), Pd5 = 5.268658(10-9), Pd6 = 1.179506(10-8);

1 = -32.94, *2 = unstable because of weak levels of Ps2 and Pd2'

03 = 166.5, 04 = -13.5

05 = 168.66, 06 = -48.6.

An examination of the relative values of the sum and difference powers confirms that this

radiator is essentially an electric-type source, as it should be. We, nevertheless, treat it as a

combination of both types even though the magnetic dipole moments are not as important as the electric

counterparts. The frequency of 30 MHz assures that only the dominant mode may exist inside this

cell. The size of the radiator is, indeed, small compared to the cross section of the cell and to the

wavelength of 10 m. The normalized transverse electric field at the radiator center for this

particular example is estimated at o = 11.8259 v/m [3]. That is, p = 0, q = 11.825, and the field is

purely y-directed.

The amplitudes of the dipole moments extracted from these measurement data in accordance with

(7a,b) are:

mex = 1.906736(10-4), mey = 1.86L;39(10-4 ), mez = 0.180769(10-4),

mmx = 1.716559(10-5), mmy = 1.3556(4(10-5), mmz = 0.380153(10-5). (40)
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The relative phases between the dipole components of the same kind may be extracted in accordance

with (7c,d) [or (8) and (9)] as:

coseel 1.0, eel = 'ex - 'ey = 00,

cosee2 = -0.477711, ee2 ~ fey - *ez = 118.5360*,

cosee3 = -0.488734, ee3 = fez - hex = 119.2574*,

cosem~ -1.0, em1 = mx - 'my = 1800,

cosem2 = 0.154661, em2 = Winy - *mz - 81.1028*,

cosem3 = 0.905867, em3 = mz - *mx - 25.05960. (41)

Since the measurement data involve inaccuracies due to background noise, instrument errors, etc.,
obviously we should not expect a perfect satisfaction of various restraining equations as for the
theoretical examples considered previously. For example, to satisfy (16a), we may choose (a) eel = 0,
ee2 = 118.5360*, and ee3 = -119.25740, or (b) eel = 0, ee2 = -118.5360*, and ee3 = 119.25740. Either
of these two cases yields a small error of less than 10, which implies that the accuracy on the
measured sum powers and the values of mei, i = 1,2,3 deduced from them is quite acceptable. However,
the values of emi do not nearly meet the requirement in (16b). In fact, the smallest deviation among
various combinations of emi from (16b) is of the order of 74*. This is not surprising in view of the
relatively weak levels of mmi. Since coseml involves Pd2 - Pdl and the measured Pd2 is a few orders
smaller than the measured Pdl, we are certain that lem1'> 90*. Whether or not the absolute value of
em1 is closer to 1800 as obtained in (41) depends naturally on the actual accuracy. Similarly, since
the measured Pd6 is quite stronger than the measured Pd5, we may be certain that cosem3 determined by

Pd6 - Pd5 is positive, giving an absolute value for em3 smaller than 90*. Of course, the true value
for em3 may be much different from 250 as approximately shown in (41). As for em2, the situation is
very different from em1 and em3. Since the measured values for Pd3 and Pd4 are quite close, the true
value for cosem2 determined by Pd4 - Pd3 may be small-positive or small-negative. Thus, the absolute
value for em2 may be greater or smaller than 90*. The above analysis explains that the condition
(16b) is still likely to be met if the accuracy involved in the measurement of difference powers is
more reasonable. In any case, we still have other conditions such as (15), (23), and (26) to be
examined.

Case 1. Choosing eel = 0*, ee2 = 118.53600, and ee3 = -119.25740, we obtain respectively from (23a)
and (26a):

sinem2 = -0.282754 yielding em2 = -16.42460 or -163.5754*

and

sinem3 = 9.364986/4.105186 = 2.281247, no solution.

In examining (26a) more closely for this case, we find that the result of an unrealizable em3 is
mainly due to the chosen negative sign for ee3 even though the values for mex, mez, mmx, mmz and the
measured 5 and 06 are all somewhat responsible. Even a substantial deviation in all of these values
in view of the implicit measurement errors is not likely to yield a realizable value for em3 so long
as a negative sign is chosen for ee3'
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The value for eml cannot even be determined from (15a) because it requires l and 2, and yet the

weak levels of Ps2 and Pd2 fail to produce a stable measured value for 2. Thus, we are forced to use

em1 = 1800 as obtained in (41).

Case 2. Choosing eel = 0*, ee2 = -118.5360*, and ee3 = 119.25740, we obtain from (23a)

sinem2 = 0.282754 giving em2 = 16.42460 or 163.5754*,

and from (26a)

sinem3 = 5.994492/5.299348 = 1.131175.

Although em3 also appears unrealizable for this case, the situation is rather encouraging because only

a small deviation in mex, mez, mmx, mmz, 5, 4, or 6e3 will make sinem 3 approach to 1.0, yielding em3
= 90*.

Thus, from the above considerations, it is more reasonable to choose Case 2 to represent the

unknown radiator. Even so, the sum of emi, i = 1,2,3 is still approximately 740 off the ideal

condition (16b). This amount of deviation is considered too excessive to deduce any meaningful

results for other mixed phases. To make a compromise in this regard and in view of the previous

comment that the absosolute value for em2 may be greater or smaller than 90*, we take, for em2, the

arithmetic average of 81.10280 obtained in (41) with the actual measured difference powers (Pd4>*d3)
and 163.5754* obtained from (23a) by allowing the possibility that the true value for Pd3 could well

be greater than the true value for Pd4. That is,

em2 = 1/2 (81.10280 + 163.57540) = 122.33910 . (42a)

Similarly, for em3, we take the arithmetic average of 25.05960 obtained in (41) based on the measured

Pd5 and Pd6 and 90* obtained from (26a) with a minor adjustment in measured quantities to account for

the measurement inaccuracy,

em3 = 1/2 (25.05960 + 90*) = 57.52980 . (42b)

Now, the sum of em1 = 1800, em2 in (42a) and em3 in (42b) almost satisfies (16b).

With this important constraining condition almost satisfied, we then proceed as follows.

From (12d,e,g,j,k,i) we obtain

a1 = 0, Bl = -900, ai = 0, = 0, (43a)

hex - *my =' 1 + a1 - sl = 57.060 (43b)

and

*ey - mx = 1 + al - B1 = -122.940 . (43c)

Note that for this case,
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ai - ai = 0  = 'e8, gl - B1 = 1800 = em1 , (43d)

which exactly satisfy (12m,n).

Equations (14e,i) are useless under the current measurement condition because we do not have a
stable measured value for 2. Therefore, (43b) is the only computed value for ex - *my, and (43c)
for 'ey - mx'

From (22d,e,f,g,c) we have

a3 = -5.10810, 63 = -43.98040, a4 = 4.65760, 04 = 163.23600 (43e)

*ey - =mz = 3 + a3 - 03 = -154.62770 (43f)
and

Iey - *mz = 04 + a4 - 84 = -172.07840 (43g)

The reason that the result in (43f) does not agree exactly with that in (43g) is because of the
approximation for em2 used in (42a). Again, taking the arithmetic average of (43f) and (43g) gives

'fey - *mz = -163.3530* (43h)

From (24d,e,f,g,c), we have

a3 = 113.42790, 8 = 78.35870, a = 123.19360, 6 = -74.42490, (43i)

-ez - 'my = 03 + a3 - s = -158.43080 , (43j)
and

'ez - *my = 04 + a4 - S4 = -175.88150 . (45k)

Taking the arithmetic average of (43j) and (43k) yields

*ez - *my = -167.1562* (43f )

Also, note that

a3 - a3 = a4 - a4 = -118.53600 = ee2' s3 - s3 = 84 - 84 = 122.33910 = em2 (43m)

which are the results expected from (24h,i).

From (25d,e,f,g,c), we have

a5 = 114.30050, 85 = -78.02760, a6 = -56.22280, 86 = -99.48020 (43n)

-ez - *mx = 05 + a5 - 05 = 0.98810 , (43o)
and

'ez - *mz =6 + a6 - 86 = -5.34260 (43p)
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Taking the arithmetic average of (43o) and (43p) yields

fez - *mx = -2.1773* .(43q)

Finally, from (27d,e,f,g,c), we have

a5 = -4.95690, s5 = -20.49780, a6 = -175.48020, s = -41.95040 , (43r)

9'ex - 'mz = 5 + a - 0 = -175.79910 (43s)
and

*e - 'mz = 06 + a6 - s5 = -182.12980 (43t)

Taking the arithmetic average of (43s) and (43t) yields

hex - 4'mz = -178.9645* (43u)

Note that,

a5 - a5 = a6 - a3 = 119.25740 = ee3, 5 -s5 = 06 -s6 = 57.52980 = 6m3 (43v)

which are the results expected from (27h,i).

In summary, the results of *ex - 'fey = 0, 4'ey - w'ez = -118.5360*, *ez - f'ex = 119.2574*, *mx -
4'my = 180*, 'my - *mz = 122.3391*, Wmz - *mx = 57.5298*, together with those in (40) and
(43b,c,h,t,q,u) are all we need in computing the radiation pattern (5) for the spherical dipole

radiator being analyzed.

In addition, the total dipole strengths and orientations can also be determined as follows:

(I) for the electric type,

mer = (m + min + m2 )1/2 = 2.671865(10-4) m (actually, amp-m (43w)

normalized to a unit current) ,

8e = cos~ 1 (mez/mer) = 86.120, e = tan- (mey/mex) = 44.330 ; (43x)

(ii) for the magnetic type,

mr = 2.220114(10-5) m2 (actually, amp-m2 relative to a (43y)

unit current) ,

em = 80.140 m = 38.300 . (43z)

It is significant to note that the electric dipole strength obtained in (43w) agrees very well (within

1%) with that deduced from another measurement method [4], and that the orientation obtained in (43x)

is approximately (within 2%) equal to that of the spherical dipole radiator (relative to the TEM cell
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coordinates) placed originally inside the TEM cell to begin with this experiment. This kind of con-

firmation certainly helps to establish a good degree of confidence in the proposed method. Since

there is no a priori knowlege about the equivalent magnetic dipole vector associated with the

spherical dipole radiator, we have no way to determine the accuracy for the results obtained in
(43y,z).

From (43x) we realize that the electric dipole is approximately located in the plane of * = 450
and = 2250. The normalized radiation pattern in this particular plane, in accordance with (5), is

presented in figure 7. Clearly, the maximum radiation is approximately in the direction perpendicular

to the dipole axis as expected. The presence of some magnetic dipole moments causes a minor unsym-

metry of the pattern. The total power radiated by this spherical dipole is, in accordance with (6),
about 0.283 uw.

The relative phases extracted in this example are relatively consistent, though not perfect,

under the practical measurement circumstance. It is felt that a general composite interference source

with comparable strengths of electric and magnetic dipoles will give even better results. Cor-
responding results due to a source of essentially magnetic type are to be reported on in the future.

5. Conclusions

The theoretical development and measurement procedures have been presented to determine the free-
space radiation characteristics, both the total radiated power and detailed radiation pattern, for a
general unknown emitter. The success of this proposed method relies on the measurements of powers and
phases at six different emi"ter positions when it is placed inside a TEM cell. One of the main
requirements is that the emitter is electrically small compared to the wavelength and the TEM cell
size. The other requirement is that the frequency is low enough such that only the dominant mode is
propagating inside the TEM cell. Both theoretical and experimental examples have been given to
demonstrate the usefulness and validity of the method. An error analysis of the final experimental

results should be made in the future to gain insight into the accuracy of the method due to background

noise and other practical imperfections involved in the measurements.
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Appendix

100 FEM.... THIS ROUTINE WILL COLLECT AND ANALYZE OR SIMPLY ASSIST IN 're
105 REM....ANALYSIS OF POWER AND PHASE DATA AS OUTLINED IN THIS NBS TECH NOTE.
110 PEM....THE RADIATION PATTERN FOR THE EQUIPMENT UNDER TEST
115 REM....IS ALSO DEVELOPED. THIS PROGRAM IS WRITTEN ON THE HP 9830 WITH
120 REM.... THE HP 9862A PLOTTER, 8568A SPECTRUM ANALYZERS THE INPUT'OUTPUT
125 FEM.... COMMANDS MUST BE MODIFIED TO ACTUAL EQUIPMENT USED. THE FHAiE
130 REM.... IS INPUT MANUALLY WHEN PROMPTED BY THE COMPUTER.
135 REM....
140 REM....
145 DEF FNA(X)=ATN(X/SQR(1-X*X+1E-99))
150 DEF FNE(X)=ATN(SQR(1-X*X)/(X+1E-99))+2*ATN1E+99*(X<0)
155 REM INITIALIZE ALL MATRICIES............................................
160 DIM AS[103,BSE109,C$C903
165 DIM PC630[6,CC3,63,D[3,63,E[339FC33,M33,N[33
170 DIM S[185s21,UC100P22,W[63,2C6,63
175 MAT S=ZER[185,23
180 MAT U=ZER[100,23
165 MAT W=ZER[63
190 MAT Z=ZEPR6,63
195 DATA 1.1+-1,-1,1,1,1,1,1,1,-1,-1,-1,-1,1,1,ii
200 DATA 1,-1,0,O,0,0,0,0,1,-1,0,0,0,0,0,0, 1,-1
205 MAT READ C[3,63,DC3,61
210 MAT P=CONE63
215 MAT Q=CON[63
220 MAT E=CON[ 33
225 MAT F=CONC 3 3
230 MAT M=CONC3
235 MAT N=CON[ 32
240 REM.... IF POWER AND PHASE DATA ARE TO BE COLLECTED USE THE NEXT SUEFLKTI "
245 PEM.... AND SKIP THE PEAD DATH COMMANDS. IF DATA IS TO BE STUDIED AF!E=
250 REM....COLLECTION, USE DATA READ WITH UPDATED INFORMATION. (EO.FO ALE .'
255 REM....AND SKIP THE DATA COLLECTION SUBROUTINE. (USE OR DELETE LINE 260'
260 GOTO 275
265 GOSUB 4200
270 GOTO 300
275 REM.... READ IN DATA FROM THE DATA COMMANDS AT THE END................
280 GOSUB 4910
285 E=11.83
290 FO=3E+07

295 REM....END DATA INPUT....
300 FIXED 4
305 PRINT "FREQUENCY="(F0/1E+06); MHZ. CELL FACTOR E0=";Ea
310 PRINT
315 00=E /1.414213562
320 PO=Q0
325 K0=(2*PI*F0)/3E+08
330 K2=1'(2*E0t2)
335 K1=1/(2*K0t2*E0t2)
340 FLOAT 4
345 MAT E=C*P
350 MAT E=(K2)*E
355 MAT M=C*Q
360 MAT M=(K1)*M
365 MAT F=D*P
370 MAT F=(K2)*F
375 MAT N=D*Q
380 MAT N=(K1)*N
385 FOR C=1 TO 3
390 IF ECC 3>8 THEN 400
395 E[ C 3=0
400 IF MEC3>0 THEN 410
405 ME C 3=0
410 NEXT C
415 PRINT
420 PRINT
_S 'PINT "THE SUM POWERS ARE:"

430 PRINT "PS1=";PC13;"PS2="iPC21;"PS3="iPC31
425 PRINT "PS4="PC4 3"PS5="IPC 5;"PS6="iPC63
440 FRINT
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4 P :1 T
-45 rt it "THi ItIFFEENCE PQNEF:: AF:E

4 c FP ItT "PI 1=T[I2 ;"PD =" [1 "P11 " ![4]
4 _ F INtT F'L4="; G[ 3 ];"FP15="; Or6. ; "PDr="G[5 ]
465 PPINT
47C FI:.E1 4
475 PFIN1
4 PRIIJT "THE PHASE ANGLES. SLIM TO DIFFERENCE POWERS ARE (1-6);"
4;: FRINT 1E1); WE 2 ;W[ ; LE 4 ;[E 5 ); WE . ; "DEGREES"
4-0 FOF C=1 T 6.
495 [. C )=.W[ C.).180)*PI
5'0 tE> T C.
5r15 PRINT W 1i ;W[ 2 )1 W[ 3) ;r 4i W[ 5; W[E 6;"R ADIANS'
510 FF 1NT
515 PRINT
520 FLOCT 4
525 Ff INT "THE ELECTRIC DIPOLE M':1EtITS ARE;"
5:0 PPINT "MEX=" SQR(E[ 13)i "MEY =' ;S'F(E[ 2)1; "MEZ=";SQRF(E[ 3])
535 PRINT
540 FF! NT
545 PF:INT "THE MAGNETIC DIPOLE MOMENTS ARE;"
55 PRINT "M=" i SQRM[ 1 3.); "Mi1"dSQR'[ 2 3 i"MMZ="IZSOR M 3)
555 PRIhT
560 PRINT
565 FPlNT "THE ELECTRIC DIPOLE MOMENT CROSS TEM:; ARE;"
50 IN "I I,= " t F[ 1 3;MEY:=";F[ 2-; "lEZX=";F[ 3 3

5 PRINT

56PF I NT "THE GlFitlETIC DIPOLE MOMENT CROSS TERM: ARE;"
7F P1i 'li. =N[ 13; "MMiz2;H f; 23;"MM2="N[ 33

5-' Fi i=E c 3 +''12*M[12 1

M:_ =E _ ]4+ -'.01 - *M[ -' 3
E10 h4-FL 1 )+ t il2 *N[ 13
E 15 A5=F[ 2 3+011 2)*N[ 2 3
672& FAE=r[ 34 ,tI1.N[ 3 3
E2 F =(1 .-k 1::f2*(A1+A2+A3)

6 ii FFINT
S5 FF. Ihl

640 PRINT A .12="A;l; "AY12=;A2; "A12=;A3
645 PRINT

u50 PRINT "A XY=";A4; "A YZ=; A5; "A ZX=; A
C5« PF INT
E6fl PRINi
665 PINT
67 FRINT "THE TOTAL RADIATED POWER IN FREE SPACE IS;"P9"WATTS "
675 PRINT
680 PINT
6E5 PINT
690 k.EM GO DEVELOP THE E TO M CROSS TERMS........................
695 GO:LIE; 1890
710 FE M.... DEVELOP THE B TERMS FOR THE PATTERN......,............
705 GOSLE: 3125
710 REM ... THE RADIATION PATTERN IS DEVELOPED HERE...............
715 REM.... THETA=I, PHI=Jp LAt1IlM=L
720 REP. ... ALL ANGLES IN DEGREES...
725 DEG
730 CFLkG 2
7';5 L=3E+08/F0
740 DIlSP "RADIAL DISTANCE IN METEs???";
745 E:EEP
750 INPUT R
755 DISP "VA'AY THETA OR PHI? (T/p)";
760 BEEF
765 INPUT AT
770 IF At[ 1 ]="P" THEN 795
775 IF Ait[13="T" THEN 785
70 GrITC' 755
785 GO-UD 1545
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I.5 G!I .'E 175
E0" G'IhE 940
E'5 GuU LE 1 .I0 *
E:1 C F' f.I ta
615 F EL -
E.-i IF Ft[1 l=)"F" THEN 855
6 5 F:INt "THE RADIATION FPFTTEFt FOR PHI="J-160"DEG AND R="R"METERS"
E ::c' F'Fr'T "A' THE FOLLOW NG rA l"'IMiUM AND FELAT I VE MF: iMUMLI'1,. "
E35 F'PINT
840 FC1irF.T 5:, FS. 0 :,:.F12.
845 F['It "THETF DEGF:EES PA'ITED POWER 'FDE WATTS EELOW t')
ES Cl 'GTO x,75
E c5 FF IHT "THE RADIATION PATTEPN FOR THETA="I"DEG. AND R="F"METERS"
E80 FF.IHT "HAS THE FOLLOWING MA::-::IPIUM AND RELATIVE h1AIMUI 1 "
Ecr PP INf
E 11 FKINT " PHI DEGREES RADIATED POWER (DE WATTS EELOW MAX.:)"
675 F'F INT
E 0 FOP 2=1 TO 0
EE5 WPITE <15,&40)U[LZ,1 ,U[2,2J
690 NE:T 2
85- 5 PRINT
9ClC PRFI NT
905 DI.P 'REPEAT RADI PAION T TERN? (Y./N);
910 E.EEF

92i' I F- E'[ 1 J= 'G" THEN 741
9 - I' "TH,;T; ALL FULKE!"
9 :0 STCIP
9- END
9 C F.EM. .. THIS SIEROUTINE WILL FiND THE IA:IMUM VALUE IN THE FAtIAT ION FAliEF.N
944 FEt.... THEM IT WILL REFE'ENC.E ALL VALUES TO THIS MAXIrthM O COC'/ET EIEFY
95n FE1 .... ENTP TO DE BELC!W THE MA::: IMUM AND FINALLY FI Nti FILL FELAiTIVE WIN;:I MUM::,
9.5 REM. .. THAT E:"IST FOR THE PATTERN CALCULATED IN F1ATF.IZ S8..............
9Cl REM......
95 IF NIT FLFIG2 THEN 995
970 DIE. "REFER TO NEW MANIMMLW'? .Y/N)."
975 EEEF

0 INIPUT St
9S5 IF El[ 1 ]="Y THEN 995
994e GTO 1030

1000 FF. C=2 TO K
1005 iF [ LC , 2 ] ..LK THEN 1015

C01 D2-S[C,
1015 NE./T C
1020 .FLAG 2
1025 FLOAT 4
100 FPRItNT "THE MA::IMUM POWER RADIATED FOR ONE DIRECTION=";D2;"WATTS1112
135 PINT
1040 FPFINT
1045 FrP C=1 TO F
1050 :[C,2J= 1 -D6'' S[C,2)
1055 IF SEC:,2J)1E-50 THEN 1i65
1060 S[C:2 =1 E-50
10i5 S[C,2=10*LGT(S[C,2:)
1170 NE:T C
1 C75 IF S[Kp2,S[ 1923 AND S[2923-.S[1,23 THEN 1090
10E.0 0=1
lOe5 GOTO 1105
1090 L[1.1]='[1,13
1095 L[1,2]=c[1 23
1100 0
1105 FOR C:=2 TO K-1
1110 G=C-1
1115 D=C.+1
1120 IF S[G,2 ',S[C.2J AND S[D,2 .S[ C,23 THEN 1130
1125 GC,10 1145
11,Ci LI[,1J=SEC,13
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1135
140

1 145
11 E

1155
1160
1115.
1170
1 175
11Ci
1185
1190
119 5
1200
1205
1210
1215
1220
1225
12?0
1235
1240
1245
1250
1255
1:60
1' 2E.
1270
12"7 5

125 '
1 -9

1305
1 10
1315
1:20
1325
1330
1335
1340
1:45

1 l5
1
x 75

I 390
U395
1400
1405
1410
1415
1420
1425
1430
1435
1440
1445
1450
1455
1460
1465
1470
1475

FOMH T "FR:EO ="'F7. 2 " MHZ PHI=
FOPMIT F4.0
FORMAT " FFEc'LIEtJC ,=" , F32' , "H2. T
FOF C=-23 TO 0 STEP 4
PLOT -25.C-D.39-1
LAF:EL (1315"-C
NETT C
PEN
PLOT -3C -15,-1
LABEL ( *"IDE:"

IF A[ 1 k="P" THEN 1470
L.AEEL ':) THETA DEGREES"
FOPMAT "PHI=",F6.1
PLOT 40i-339-1
LAE-EL (1375'(J-180)
PLOT 2E;C'-33 -1
LABEL (1375)J
09=180
FOR C=20 TO 340 STEP 40
IF C)160 THEN 1430
PLOT C-12,-31,-1
LABEL (1315)C
COTC 1445
n9=09-40
PLOT C-129-31,-1
LAPEL t1315)09
NEXT C
PLOT 11,3.-1
LABEL (1310)(F0/1E+06),J-180,JD2
PEN
GOTO 1510
FOF Ca TO 360 STEP 40
PLOT C-129-31,-1

"FC.1, ", F6.1," DEC.

HETA=-",F6. 1," DEG. .1 A::=",E9. 3t"CFNIT1 41.
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iE::T C
F EH ... (LL MA::IMUMS FOR G TO 179 DEG ARE FOUiI..
G=1.-I
'F G[G23 -L I,2) AND S[1,2LSri.: THEN 1175
0=0-1

FETURlIN
UI[04..]= E1 3

RETUF:I
STOF
END
PEM.... THIS ROUTINE WILL PLOT AND LABEL THE RAllIATIOt F'ATTEF:rN..............
REM......
REM......
LISP "INSTALL PAPER AND SET BOUNDS"I
PEEP
STOF
SCALE -30-370,-34,6
FOP C=1 TO K
PLOT SEC-13,S[C,23
NEXT C:
FEN
ISP" LAEEL CUF:VE (Y/N :'?"

INPUT E?
IF B$[1,1J=" THEN 12E:5
PE
FETLIFN

:;F::Is 2a-2043E6i.0
Y :' IS C,-2.2 -3C
PEN

MAX=". E9. 2, " N Mi t "



14. E
14 0
1 490
1495

1505
ISI0
1515
15 5

1546

1 .;1550
15c,
15x'5
1 '5

1c,75
1580
1585
1 9l

1
16clcl

1 r. 1 &4

1 4~C~

1r5 t

1655

1 E.5

1 El' C+l1680

1 ii9

IE3 5

1i t -'U

1715
172

1725

135
1740
1745

167 5 I

1755

16

1770
1775
1780
175, 65

1720

1795
1 c:i)

lE0

1E 6Cl1515

1E.20

09=oq+2
1.=t +1
11=I 05(1)
I N2= ': I
PF=A * I112*J112+J2t2',+A2+Il*J212+J112:+(A3*:12t2.>+E;1I1
F7=2*A4*I212- J1*J2+2*A5*I1*I2*J2+2*A6*I1*I2*J1-B2*I2*J1-E:3*I2 J2
FP=' (15*F I)/(Rt2*L12))*(PS-P7)
S[ ',1 =09
[t 2]=P6

NE.:T I
F:ETUF:N
FEM.... THIS POUTINE CALCULATES THE R.ADIATION PATTEr: FOF. A Fl-E THETA
PEM... .WITH PHI VARIED FROM 0 TO 360 DEGREES IN STEF: OF 2 DEGREE..........
REM.... DATA IS DEPOSITED IN MATRIX S
REM......
REM....
DISF' "iNPUT ANGLE THETA DEGREESE ";
BEE
INFUT I
I1=COS I)
J2=E;IN I)
PRINT "PLEASE EE PATIENT WHILE THE RADIATION PATTERN IS CALCULATED.....
FR: I NT
FPINT
FR INT
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LAE:EL I1 ',_
NE2:T C
PEH
LAE'EL -'FPHI DEGREE "
F'LCT 1 --1
LAEEL 1 C FO 1E+CiE , I D2
IIP " INPUT TITLE. 60 CHARRO MA;.";

I NPU'T C.
PL r.T 1 c+. , -1
LAE;EL ;- '
PETUFN
STCP

PEM.... THIS ROUTINE CALCULATE; THE PFI1IATION FATTEF:ri FOF A FIXED PHI
PEM. .... ITH THETA VArIEr FF0O1 0 TO 180 DEGREES IN STEF OF 2 DEGREE...F:EM.... THE DATA IS DEPOSITED IN MATF'I2 S

REM....
DEG
DISP "INPUT ANGLE PHI (DEGREES)";

INFUT J
J1=C:,: J)

PF:INT "PLEASE BE PATIENT WHILE THE PAD IATION PF'rTTEF:N I CALCUliLATEI....
FR 11I4TPF.1NT
FF.INT
K=0
FCF I=0 TO 1 =;0 STEP 2
I.=4+1

11='. I
P' = A l".I11 X J112+J 29?:'+A i.1112+J_2i2+.J1't :+ ' 1 I '1 y+'1411
F'.= *hi4-I 2JI J +2*Ar*IlyI2;"J +2wAt;I17I2*J1-B +I J1-E: .+I *J2PF-=(15FI)/R--t2*Lt2.)*'.PF'r-F7)
:tI.1 ]=I

HE T I
J=I+180
J1=CO (J)
J= 1N4J)
09=180
FOR 1=178 TO 0 STEP -2



145

E: 5 

1 E7"
1875

1 : cl~

1 E-Q0C
I1900

1925
1930
1'15

14c0
19_ 1
l925

1940
1r-45
1950
1555

19c. _

197 'L

1990

1 '??

2C~t1995
2000
2005
2010

2C. IS
2E'15

2020
2025

2035
2040
2015
2050
2055
2060
2065
2070
2075
2080

2095
2100
2105
2110
2115
2120

212 ~S
2135
2140
2145
2150

216 E
2165

FOP C=1 TO 6
IF RE.SW[CJ)1.5706 OF AE:Sd[C]).1.571 THEN 2170
S=W[C3/A8S(W[ C )
WE C: 3=AE (WE C ])
IF W[t.) (m 1.570796 THEN 2160
W[C i=1.571
GCT 2165

1[ 1=1.57ciG
WE C 3=S+W[ C I

I u TC0 $,C1 STEF 2

Jl1=COSc Ji

f'.=N1 i l I g'+ J 2 +Fi-+ I lt2-J2 +J11: F _--212)+E1 1
F -='+4+1212*J1*J2+2*A5*I *12-J2+2*AE+I1*I2J1-E2*12+J1-B3*12*J2
F-' 1 _41 ' 'FJ2*L' 2
Ev -1]=J

frETU:II
CT0F
REr. THIS ROUTINE CALCULATES THE E TO M CROSE: TEFMS..............
F1).ED 4
FOF C=1 TO 3

EEC J=SCF:(E[C.)
MEC ]='SOF (M[ C )
NE T C

FEN THIc ROUTINE IS DESIGNED TO LAUNDRY FAULT',' DFTA
FOF C=1 TO 3
IF E[ C * THEN 1940
E[ J =E-20
IF M[ C.]# THEN 1950

MCI=:E-20
NE T c
E1=FE 1 (E[1i3*E[23)
IF FiE:$' E ' . 1 THEN 1975
F iNT "EFFOF*+*ICOMPrF'ATIELE tIFTA POINTS REQUIRE ACOQE OF (E1')="E
E- E1- hE.:E11
E1=FNPE1
Mit= [ 1) (tM[ 1 I1[ 2])
1F E$+'l {= 1 THEN 2000
PF:INT "EFFOF-+INCMt1FATIELE DATA POINTS REQUIRE ACO. OF 'M1.=";t
t1I=,11- AE',M1)
E:I=FNE.(M1
E.'-=Fr 2 - ] ( [ 2 E[ 3 )
IF FjE"'6E <= 1 THEN 2025
FF Iti "ERF0F: *-INC.OtlPATIELE DATFi POINTS ECREQUIF:E ACQO OF IE2:='E
E2E ERSE:SE,

11=N[ 2 ).* 'i[ 2 )tti[ '3 3)
IF F;E: ) t = 1 THEN 2050
FPlt11 "EFr'FO+**INC.OtlFA IE:LE IlTA P01NTS REQUIRE AC: OF (M2)=";
ri=t;2. 'AREt I-
I =Ft;E(t"2)

E?=F[D "E[ 33*E[13)
IF AE'E3 <= 1 THEN 2075
FFI tT "EF'FOR+**INCOIFATI ELE DATA POINTS REQUIRE AC.O ; OF (E3)="i
E?=E:- ABc'E3)
E2=FNCE:E3
!1_=r[t3)] ' i 3M[ 3 E *M[ 13)
IF AEBS: t3 <= 1 THEN 2100
PPINT "EPOP***INCOMlPATIE:LE DATA POINTS REQUIRE ACOS OF <t3=
t13=M.'AE:S M3)
M?=FvE: M3)
PF. IHT "EI M1=" (E1/PI)*180; :r1/PI)*180
FPINT "E2rM2="i (E2/PI )*ISO; (M2/'I )*180
PRINT "E3,9M3="i (E3/PI)*160; (M/PI)*180
VF I I1T

11

t2

E.3

38

......

E1

E2

M3



'5 r E E i E E El' M1 IF: , CTHo
zi:: 1= E:

1 F 1 = E:' THEN 2245
2jzif TI=THI, IJC I-W[2)a

Z C+ IF Et[ 1 2 1=" 11" THEN 22:0

220E1=_iTEl
2225 1H-10 E15

G, N r 1 3-1'[ 2 )
2U35 GiUbr 28-.
2.4G IF NOT FLAGl THEN :2.0
2 45 FFIkT "NO SCILITICN FOR MI FF'!1t El="; .El-F *l8;"

220E1=:1-E1
c 5 5 CGO X 1'5
2jc0 F F lN1 "FOR E1=" (E1 .It 3 M:="
225 GC$IE: 29 :E
2270 Mi=T4
2275 COTO 2345
ccc C L I 'r ' JIGNa 1, +1,:-1'% ;
.22E:5 !tF LIT E.1

23.0C ?.2=$GN: F'[ 1)-F[ 2 ])
JC,5 G l_=U E 2G4
2='10 TF NOT FLRG1 THEN 2:

1 lI ' .. SC LUTION FCiP EL FFC:r1 P11="; ri .FI -1 ';

' 5 GA T C 2175
2 ti F H 'NT "F 'F t1i="; (ti1. 'I.' 1:i. '" E1="

2 .~:4 E1=14
,4 ?1CF E:ELIE'.'E EZ' M2 CF BOTH,";

2 : , t'I P T E:3
2 5 IF E[ l = E:" THEN 2515

- T1 iTA 233-414 ) 1
't'5 U.=2

1F EFL I')=.2" THEN 2450
r: a LI c' C. N E2 +1,-17"

c 85 I rPUI-T 5l
-'? E-_- 4E-

2: 5 Te.= ?ri.E23
2400 $2=$GH C[ 3)-C[ 4)
2405 G .. IE ' 2 E5
2410 IF NOT FLAG1 THEN 2430
2415 PP I NT "N' SCIL LIT ION FCFP M2 F:Or1 E2=" ;E2/F I 1 S0"
2420 E =$1*E2
2425 GOTC' 2?45
:'43C FRIT "FOR E2="';E2'FI )*1 :Q;" M2="
24:35 GOLUIE: 298E
2440 r12=T4
2445 GOTO 2515

= rl LISP "SIGN M29 +1,-1''";
2455 INFLIT S1
240 12=S1+M2
2465 Ti=_.N'M2:
2470 2=$GN' F'L 3 J-P[ 4 3)
2475 GCI:LE: 2940
24 iF N.T FLAG 1 THEN 2500
24F5 F'PINT "NO SOLUTION FOR E2 FROM M2=" i (112PI )*1:09 "
2490 I2z-1-i12
24.5 GOTC 2345
2500 FF INT "FiP M-="; M2/P1I180 " E2="
2 l05 GCEU 290
2510 E2=T4

SIN - E2)=";1

39

,;Itill )="91



2 5 ?

2550

2= r.0

256

2 'E

25 0

2600
2C"5

2E20

225
26=

' t-4 F

55

2c70

25'd1

2.c

2EEEl

2690
2695

2705

2710
2715

2 6 . I3 0

x640
2 45

2725
'Ii

2761
2770

V. 75

2780

27S!-

2790

2795

2700
2E05
2610
2E15
2E20
2 E25

6.:.O

2840
2E45

2850

2:55

40

IIS "E:EL:E';E E:, M3 OR BOTH--;
INUF T E'l
IF ES[13="E:" THEN 26 :5
T i=TFNt1 5J-WL E.3)
I=

=1
:F E3[ 1 3=."M3 THEN 2620

INFUT L
E3=E1+EV
TO=SIt.E

IF NOT FLHG1 THEN 2600
PPINT "Nu SOLUTION FOR M1: FROM E3="; E:-PI)+1 80;"
E3=E1*E3
G;:T 251
PRINT "FOP E3="; (E3.-'PI)*180; " t'13="
GOSUE 2980
M3=T4
GOTO 2685
I'IISP "SIGN M3-, +1,-I?";
INPUT S1

TO=rIN -i1
< '= 1Gt4 P: "r[ 3-F"[ E. 3 ?

GOSUE: 24
IF NOT FLHG I THEN 2670
PRINT "HarN SCIU TION FOR E FFct 13='.13' 1)4180"
M.=S.1+M:
GOTO 2515
PPIHT "Fak M.="; :' (M:3'PI 1:0 " E3="

Gc.m::U:B 29 S:,
E3=T4
REM.... NEW E ANI M TERM; C.ALCILFITEII.
PP'INT "E1, M1=" 'E1/PFI )-180;M11 *PI) I

FPRINT "E2, M2="; (E2/PI)*1S-0; . M2/P'I) r180
PRINT "E'3 =i (E3, F'I:*l80; t'1"F'I)*10:E

F'F INT
IP' F "ELECT OTHER CHOICE? Y14";
INPUT E -
IF E4[ 1 3="N" THEN 2860
DI TPF "EI ,E2. E3 M19 M2 M3: 1, 2, 3! ,5, E' "
INPLIT Z6
G;CTO 2. OF 2740.2760. 2760. 2C00,2i20. 2640
D I F "INPUT E1 ";
INFUT E1
El=f.EI/12 0'.,PI
GrITC 2685
DISP "INPUT E2";

INPUT E2
E2E2 12:0)*F'I
G:,T0 2C. :5
'11SP "INPUT E3";
INPUT E?
E3=kE 5/180)*F'I

DI1eF "INPUT M1";
INPUT M1
t11=(M61 1)*F'I
GOTO 2685
tISP "INPUT M2";
INPUT 112
M2=(M2/180)*FI
GOTO 2685
D ISP "INPUT M3";
INPUT M3
M=OJ ,'1850*FI
G070 2685

SIW.'E3> "0



: .: F. 1'trT E ANi 1 C.ALCULATIC .'' N i
'2E

- F [ 1 J="Y" THEN 195
*7 5 FE IF

F: *... ri.LCUL' TE ti FFCtM E TEFMri .
2E 90 CFLFG 1='?5 W =-T . E[ U I JM .' 1 :1 - E[ U J )-[ U I 12 -E[ + ]* 1E [ 'V 12+ (E C. ]*I'+ [ U ) 12 .
290 LJ'N-e . ru LI )3t' U j-ri[ .. > rL V J- EC UI '+E >JTc:.

05 L=0 4.T0-T1 *E[ j+ ]-E[ .J+c LI - [- ' VJ-2+t[ U1 E I [ v 4 . L E[ -E[ LI ]-EL V E[
2':1C 1 F FiE;,j- = 1 THEN 29Ci

215 21=I

292 cFeAG 1
290 FETUF:N

:T OF'
2'4 FE. ... CFILCULATE E FFO'1M M TEF:rH.

2945 CFLA' I
2 9 5 0 W = - -T 1 - E [ -U riE [ V J - L E [ U 3 U i - 1 2 - ( E [ V J * r t[ ) 2 + ( E l J[ U :: C2 )2955 U=WM2- (E[ LI >E[ UI J-E[ V J*E[ V JI.*IE LI )J+M[ V )* TO)

292ci W=W '.4*TOT 1Ef LI J*E[ V )*t'IE L )*+ML V J-2+E[ LU *E[ Y J* Al[ Li J*r,[ LI J-M[ V J[
+9C5 G TC' 2910

29~'7 RETURN
2975 .TO'

2E'. FEr.. . . DETEFr1INE CORF'F:E1'T LIFtI FOR INYEF _E MINE F UNCT ION.

,0 IF W- O 7 HEN :005
' T F 1-T

*'t'Co T: - -FC 1*1
30 5 T F'- I+T:.

30IC IF . c_ THE! 3025
3C15 T4=T-

325 T 4= 'T
, '0 F It4 Fr- IE:LE ANGLES."; .. T FT . 'P 1,o; ", "; T3/F'I?"180 " C:HO 1CEI=" 14 "F .. l

.i'4 5 F IFT
,4C, FE TU'I

-05 5TOFP

:0.5 lEM.... DETERMINE CORRECT UAD FOF INVERSE TANGENT FUNCTION.S 0 0 IF AE E.'>1E-25 THEN 3070
-b 6 - &=(Gl(E. 3*1E-25

30 IF F; = i1 THEN 3085
2, ,7'5 .. 4= T E :::

3idi FETUIPN30 5 24=F'I+A TN :F E:. (1C0 'TLP

2100 FlEM.... TAEE ANGLES BETWEEN +- 180 DEGREES.
,105 IF AES5i <= PI THEN 3115
3110 Z5=E5-<SGN(Z5)*2*PI
:115 FETUPN
31 0 _1 OF
1'5 FErl....TEST E !UATIONS FOR (EX-MY).
:130 A=C'1E2I*SIN(E1)

1 -,5 B=F0+E[ 1 J+Q*E[ 2 2]*COS(E1)
_! 40 i CAE: 3055

3145 L2 13 c=Z4
3150 A-00+1[ 1 J+COS(M1) -PI-M[ 2]

3155 E=06'r1[ 1 *SIN (M1)
31E0 GcrU": 3055

31ES [ 193=:4
3170 2=W[ 1 +-[ 1 2 -Z[ 1 + ;

3175 GCISUB 3160
310 Z[ 1: 1ti=Z.

31S.5 C=t[ 1 PPI )180
_10 1=-:[1 23/F'I)*1801

3195 2'Z([1-33 F'I)*180
3200 Cz20 2[1, 1J' PD*184

41



_;=. WF;TE ( 5 3 1 "E:(-M'=" !Z1, +" 1; -- ;22; =" --
3 10 FCF l'P 4;9.

3!! i=-P +EE 2 hS1NtEI:
E.0 =00-E[ 1 -FP04E[ 2 ]tC CI:;.E1)

32 5 G SUE 3055

WE -JiZE1,5)ZE =E.4
3 23?5 I =- F'PlCM 1 ] C15 (M1)>+ CiM[ 2 3
3240 E=-F'0*M[ 13*S1N(M1)

245 GSUBIE 3055

32E0 GCISUIE 3100
326!, 2[ 1 43=25
327-0 Z:=< 1[ 2 ].'P 1) 4180

327 5 1=(Z[1.5/PI)*180
3;?EID 22<21163/PI)*180

32285 E=[1,43/PI)*180
3290 WRITE (15,3210)"EX-MY=";Z0;" +";z1;" -";12; "";
329+5 PRINT
3300 REM.....TEST EQUATIONS FOR (EY-M.:).
3305 A=-PO*E[ 1]*31+IN (E1)

10 E-=PF*E[ 1 J+COSE1)+00*EE2J
315 GOSUE' 3055

33'0 V'2,J'=4
3325 F =0rD* 1 ]-FPC+M[ 2 ],COS -: M1

Cl F =V0-Pit 2 ]y SIN (M 1
335 GOSUE 3055

340 ?f2 ]=Z4
3::45 25=J[ 13+722 ]3-Z2233
335 G-IJE 1 )E0 -Z23

5 Z[ 13= 5
3360~1 2=[1P)+i-180
S-1 N[ J 2 Pi)*180

3;70 Z2=1 222 F 3PI)-*180

33., . WRITE (15"J 321 :)"E'1-tl="Z0; +"; Z " -" c2+ = }ic3
35 A=-00-E[ 134 S INE 1)

3-i E=I0H-E[ 1) *CrE1)-PCE[2)

:.4CC G712U 3=4"4340r, ([25J=4
3405 A=- Fu*ML 1 J+00*M[ 2 3*COS (1
3410 E='i*.[ E )*.IN4 .Ml)
3",15 GO UE M05
3420 2 2 E=Z4
34'5 5=W[ 232[)2}5J-2[2}E
34' + r GSUIE 3100
3435 Z[ a4]=:5
3440 .W[ 2 3/I,,P 180
3445 21=J[2,5/PI)*180
3450 =-Z[ 2E6/PI)*180
3455 3= :243/PI-)*IE0
3460 WRITE (15,3210)"EY-MX="i2 0" +"1" -";Z22" " Z3
3465 PF11T
3470 FEtl....TEST EQUATIONS FOR (EY'-M.:.
3475 A=rl0+E[ 3*SIN(E2)
$4c El V=FCI*E[ 2+QO*E[ 3J*COSC(E2
34S5 GOSUE: 3055
3490 [3 23=r4
3495 A=Q0M[ 2 3*COS (M2)-PO*M[3]
3500 B=C0*M[ 2 3*SINM2)
3505 GOSUE 3055
3510 Z3.3J=24
3515 Z5=1W3J+Z[323-Z[3 33
3520 GOSUE: 3100
3525 Z[3,13=?5
35.30 Z0=(W[ 3/PI)*1B0
3535 Z1='Z'[3,2)3PI)*180
3545 Z=3[3)./PI)*180
3545 23=:.?[3,}13/,P I)*+180

42



355 Fi=-FO-E[E . NrE
E: =00+-EC' ] -PO*"E[ 3 ]+C09^ E- ,2)i, E,_x5

5E~.i Er--~~ - P i I N 08 f.12.> *[

I 1i :[31(=24 35E'5 2 =[ +[ , 3Z 3

.C00 GOEUBIE 31 Ct

:t 10 Z-= 1 .414 ] FPI>*lEC
31' 21='L3,5J/F'l)*1:C

3620 22= ( E I3, P /I;*
3625 Z ='N[343/PI)*1 E:C

36- 3l WF I TE (15,x3210) EY-t'1=" ; ;"+ ; ;" - ; 2;" =
f35 PRINT
40 REM....TEST EnLIUTIN, FOR ;E--M'.'.

3645 FA,-PE [2*SIN{E2)
350 E=P0-E[ 3 *Cfl E2)+04E[ 33

255 GO4.U 3055

3C,,i 2._ 4 "7J

3c7C+ F:FC,, 1- IEIto113iE0 Z[4"_]=:4367 C=P, GQSU 100S(2
E: -':5 GC U 4 3 ] -55

=[4_ )FI'*1:0

EI I CT C, E1 Z-)~ POE'

7. 0 2[4, ]='4

E65 64=W4]+ [4, 5 -2[4, C.

3775 '7[4,-1 ]:5
37E = MI[ 3 J I 8.'E80

3': E 71'24, 6 PFI:*180
3'95 F 14f4+'0I )*183

3c00 WFli TE i15, 3210) "E-MY="'' ". +"Z .. ; " -- ; _~:-; . "---,

3 C7 E .. . E T E N T G S O 5 A=C-0-E[ i *lW E )

3.0 E= -E[ 3 J+*Es: E2) -P+E3)

3c: GC,"LIE 3055

34 R =-.. P'[ 2? + C

~ 40 =0*[3 I*SIN(M: M2)
3,345 GO"0 LIE U55

3>60 2[46)F24 l

3 a:5 Z5=1.1 4+4 ,F -* [4,.

3E:70 GO 1U B 3100

3861, Z-r1E 1 J5 NIE.

?-:10 20= W[ 4 ' FPI i 180
3E;" Z1=([4J5]/PI *18 E

3 E -0 C=r[ ,3 P M,)F'CI*180

3=45 W=Tc4E 315-P)1 0
3E05 Z(P,1JT

33:75 GZ1UB 352/1*8
330 2=[5324 D*1

3390 WR[T5. 5324 0"ZM"z; "~"-;2"=

43



3695 A=-P0-EC 1 ]*SIN(E3)
3900 B=Q0*EC3I-P0*E[ 1 ]*COS'E3)
3905 GoSUB 3055

3910 ZC5,5]=Z4
3915 A=-(PO*M[32*COS(M3)+00*M[ 11)
3920 B=-PO*M[ 3 ]*SIN1M3).
3925 GOSUB 3055
3?30 [ 5 6J=Z4
3935 Z5=1[C6J+Z5,53-Z[5o6]
3940 GOSUB 3108
3945 Z5,43=2Z5
3950 ZO= W[63, PI)*180
3955 21=(Z5,52/PI)*180
3:60 Z2= Z[5,6 .PI)*180
3915 Z3=(Z[5,41/PI)*180
3970 WRITE (15,3210)"EZ-MX=";Z0;" +";Z1;" -;722" =";z3
3975 PRINT
39S0 REM... .TEST EQUATIONS FOR (EX-MZ).
3985 A=-PO*E[ 3 ]*SIN(E3)
3990 E=PO*E[ 3 3*COS(E3)+Q0*EC 1
3995 GOSUB 3055
4000 C6, 2=Z4
4005 A=Q0*M[3I-P8+M[ 1 *COS(M3)
4010 B=P8*MC13*SIN(M3)
4015 GOSUB 3055
4020 ZC693]=Z4
4025 Z5=W[53+Z6,22-ZC6,3]
4030 GOSUB 3100
4035 Z[6,13=Z5
4040 Z0=W[ 5/PI)*180
4045 Z1=k'76.23 PI"*180
4050 Z2=(Z[6,33JPI)*18
4055 Z3= Z[ .1 PFI )*1so
4060 UPITE Z1,20"XM=i0"+;1"-;2"=;3
405 A=-00-E[ 3 3*SINtE3)
4O70 6=00*E[ 3 3*COSkE3)-PO*E[ 13
4075 cOSUB 3055
4080 Z[6,5]=Z4
4085 A=-(PC*M[ 33+00*M[ 1 3+COSM3.)
4090 B=G0*M[ 1i *SIN(M3)
4095 COS 3055
4100 ZC6, 6=Z4
4105 Z5=W[ 6'+[6, 53-Z[6,62
4110 GOSUB 3100
4115 Z[6,4=25
4120 2N"W[ 62/PI )180
4125 Z1=(Z[6,53PI)*1S0
4130 Z2=AZ[6,62/PI)*180
4135 Z3=.Z[6.42/PI)*180
4140 WRITE (15.3210)"EX-M=";Z0;" +";Zl;" -";22;" =";Z3
4145 PRINT
4150 PRINT
4155 B1=2*k0tKE[ 1]*hM[ 2]*SINf:Z[ 1 1 1)-E[ 2*M[ 1]*SINZC [2,1 ))
4160 B2=2*K0 E[ 2]*M[3]*SI Z[ 3,13)-Et3]*M[2]*SIN Z[4,12))
4165 B3=2*K0*(E3J*M[1*SIN(Z[5,12)-E[12*MC3*SINtZC6,1 ])
4170 WRITE (15,4175)"BXY-BYX=";B1; BYZ-BZY=";B2;" BZ:-Bx:=";B3
4175 FORMAT 3E12.4
415S PRINT
4185 PRINT
4190 RETURN
4195 STOP
4200 REM BEGIN THE MEASUREMENT PROCEDURE AS OUTLINED IN THIS NBS TECH NOTE.
4205 DISP "PLACE EUT IN TEM CELL AT CENTER"
4210 BEEP
4215 STOP
4220 DISP "INPUT TEM CELL FACTOR (EO)"i
4225 BEEP
42Li INPUT EO
4235 REM ...INITIALIZE SPECTRUM ANALYZER AND SET OPERATING FREQUENCY........

44



ELEF'

I] CF "' TATE
E:E E F'

F:Er PE:, THE

F' i ]=FI
4 90 0[ c J=F-

;f 1 ]='3
111,:P "PCTATE

FEEF'
1I'l.F

F:Er REA1! THE

45 DEC C C:W FtECI UT

SPECTPUM1-1 AHFALYZER AFIi GET FE; I. P114 HNII PHA.EE 1.

90 DEG C1. H KE'':UT 2 '

SPECTRUM HNHLYZER A14D GET F'E:2, PF2. AND 'PHA_-E 2.

FC' ]F '
0[ 1 ]=F'2
W C 2. J= F' :'

BEEP

I, P "C F T' AC'TFATE 45 DEG C:CII APC'
E'EErF'

PEM PEFC' THE SPECTRUM ANALY
G vlU E 4 '?t:
P[ -]=1I

LIT - ( '

2ER AND GET PS3, PD3f AND F'HA^E 3

4?'0
4'05
4.'0 ,

4 30 5
4 1
4.
44

4 _ -:
4. 4'
44

.4 .'5.-

4 5
4 r.

4.'
4 -e5
4290
y'5

4400
44 5

4410
44 15

44.'5

44:
44

4445
446: i
44.55
4455
44::144 65

44'5
447 5
44 E0
4490
4495
4 ~i,
4 05
4 c 15

4rl l
4 .5

4541
4545
4550
4555
4 5 =
46:65
46 70C
4r75
41dC'

;T iF'
71T -P F' " TE
E.E EF'

PEM FEAl THE
GCUE' 4E,90
PF5C =F'1
0[ 6 ]=F2

W[ 5 ]=F'3
DI 'F' "F:C'TATE

FEEF
ET OF'
FEri FEAD THE
GCiELE: 4690
PC ) =F'1

45 DEC CCW AE:COUT 2 ('o"

SPECTRUM NALYZEP AND GET PS5, P1159 AND F'HfjE;E 5.

90 DEG C:C:W ABOUT 2 Y' )"

SPECTRUM ANALYZER AND GET PS6, PDE, AND PHASE 6.

W[ 6 ]=P_
PEN..
FiEM THI E CONCLUDES THE GATHERING OF DATA FOP THE EliI ME. I OtHE; CHAPACTEN _ AT I ON

FE T UPN
Eri'
FEfi THI': ROUTINE INITIALIZES THE SPECTRUM ANALYZER.........................
PEP THIS IS WHERE THE NECESSARY FREQUENCY INFCPMATION IS GATHERED..........

'.Mt "'U "
FOP1AT 3,
OUTFUT 1 : ?-45e5)25E'4,512
CAL "-U.:' , "YE: 10 K2 FA 2 MZ1 FE. 200 M2 M2 EK"
WAIT 500

45

4 - 6

4 55

4'

4 ~'5
4Z~

1.-[ 4 1=F'
111_ ]=F _

11 F "R:.-TATE 90 DEG CC 1 AErllT 2G
BE EP
STOF'

I Er FL, i THE SPECTRUM HIFiLY':EF' AND GET F'4, FlI4, ANI' PHASE 4.
iGoUB! 490
F [ 4 ]=4- I

'[4 J=F'o
lil P " LIGN -,-
E'EEF'



4 : iID . ' ':." "E1.
4 '.: "ii''- E MKtF:EP TO I EiF:EDI FRECLEt4C'"

45 y5 _.1 j
4Cu' CAN " L U " "LI T 1 "
4 C'5 WAiT 5(1
4t 10 il ' . * ' 2 F C RE1 P 0 lK H1'"
461=, altI T 50C,
4C.0 C M, C11T '' ","+ MF"
4. 5 C D I"II -F5
4c *0 ENTEF 1 _+IF 0
4r.35 CMDI "-U:'" P2 9E1",
4E40 F I::E; 2
4t 45 F'F IHT "FREQUENCY="; (F0 -1E+0C-; " MH:"
4t"50 i L'l c
4655 D] 'F INPUT AMPLITUDE THRESHOLD (DE')";
4E. 0 BEEP
4 "65 1.1PUT 2.1
4t70 PF INT
4675 PETUI11
4680 STCP
48E:5 END
4690 FEM READ THE AMPLITUDE INFORMATION FROM THE SPECTF.UM AL'i'ER....F...
4E95 PEM......
4700 REM......
470 D)ST, "SET cc': SWITCH TO THE SLM POPT';
471 Ci .'
4715 C1D1IU, , E1, MA"
4'20 CD ,,5"'
4. 5 EtITEP (1 .:+ FP1
4 30 i:',P "SET C IHI: SI!ITCH TO DIFFERENCE'
435 0vrP
4,40 1 Ii "0 ',"El MA"
4,4r Ctill F" 4
4'51 ENTE (.+_;";F2

4755 TI F INPUTT FHt E (SUr-DiFFi";
4-6C, INPUT P.
4:Ec FI::ED 4
4'77 i I;tT "F'S="F ; P ' DE P1B . PD=" F 2: ' IEBt THRESHOiLD=" L1
4'5 F I tT
47E PR NT "WITH A COPRECTION FOR LOSSES THE POWER LEVELS APE;"
4.5 IF P1.1 THEN 4800

4 90 F1=F1+. 6845
4795 G OT O 4805
4'00 F1=C,
4::105 IF P2.1 THEN 4820
4::1C, P2=-P'2tC ."45
4E:15 G OTC, 4625
4621 P2=0
4C25 PRINT
4E_0 IF P1=0 THEN 4840
4E:35 P1= 3I- -F'1 s P 10-3)
4E40 IF P2=0 THEN 4850
4:45 F' (=1C1i iF 1C.0:-3)
4::50 FLLMT 10
4:55 FFINT "PS=";PI"N PD=";P2;"w"
4860 PFFINT
4E65 FI"ED 6
4E:70 PFINT "PHASE =";P3; "DEG "1(P3/180 A*PI;" PAt"
4E 75 ,3r-' P3 '180)*PI
460 PI1NT
4%85 PF INT
4S90 PRINT
4E95 RETURN
4900 STOP
4905 ENI,
4910 REM....READ IN POWER AND PHASE DATA, SUM 1-69 DIFFERENCE 1-E, PHI 1-6.
4915 DATA 4.8978E-06, 3.4674E-0c, 7. C795E-06
47:0 DFTA 4. 1687E-07, 7. 94 33E-06, 2. 2387E-07
4925 DAlA 9.7724E-09,3.02E-09,1.2023E-08
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FE: F[J. F'[ ,1EPC ?3JP[41-.P[C34P1 ")
F'E DI' CE[ :: 74 1] C[4). 7[ 3 [ C 6 1c C! 5]

IRTh 95.4'7 ,.-10 .70-,1Et_.6022r
LriTr - 144x. 5--4:.4+2 .,-91 .1973

F'EFJ I ). WE ), 9WE 3)' WE 4]' WE5]o WE[
RETUPN
END

A E.riLE OUiFUT FF0M THE E;-O'E FROCGRAH.

FF E0CEK.= s.'. r1

THE SiiI FGIW:E ARE
Fi 1= 4. 1 tL - 4 -
F: 4= 4. IECJE-i7

MHZ. CELL FACTOR E= 11.6-30+

PE.= 3.4E24E-C,;
PiS= 7.94-3E-0E,

THE 1iFFEFEEt E PCkEF:E APE;
F .- . 4L-E PI= 3. CCCE-09

PF4= .. :1 E-h PD5= 1.4125E-C:

THE F'H :E HNrLE . SUM TO 1'IFFE:ENC:E

16 - 4 -1.int5 1.8O.2 -2.5 0

THE ELEC TF I. DIPCLE MOMENTS APE;
1E: 149E- 04 MEY= 1.23-9E-04

THE mr1NET IC. DIPOLE MOMENTS ArE;
J0=.07SE- C' MM,= . 25C:9E-OE

PS "= 7.0785E-U.
FSE.= 2..3 8E-Cio

P116= 1.548E-09

F IEPE; APE (1-i
-)44.5000 -8 0.4k+" -91. 1972:

-1.4033 -1. 5917 PFi'A1WIC.

MEt= 1. 95$OE-04

M.'= 1.1742E-05

THE El ECTF IC DIPOLE MOMENT CP'OSS T FEMS ARPE;
ME:Y= I..375L-08 MEYZ= 2.3804E-08 MEZX= 2.759E- E+

THE t AGHETIC DIPOLE MOMENT CFOOLS TEPME_ APE;
rr::=- . I 1C E-:1 MM" =- .05 1E- 1 = . E

A.12= a. fl077E-08

H ::Y= 1.7351E-05

AYI2= 1.5260E-08

R YZ= 2.37EZE-CE:

AZ2= 3.8394E-E:c

A ZX= 2.7535E-08

THE TC'TRL FAlIRTElI POWER IN FPEE SPACE IS 2.9107E-0'

E1.M1= 5.6240 123.1319
E-Mrl 9. rC". 16 .7139
E , - 5.4354 14 :..3.E72
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CHCEEII= 175.4c65

FuF E.> :'. E.'. ru=
164. 3.67 CHCIEEN= 164. 3267

FCF E=-5.434 M3=
F' : E .. B E ArrGEE5-+. 1456 ,-17 . G,4 CHC'EE[=-179. E544

E .- .14' 175.4665
El ri- 9.62 1t4. 3267

E 1: -' 1- 4 4 3 1 39
E2, M= 9.5623 1t4. 326?

E..: =5.44 - 179. 8544

E'.-M 96.495 + -2. 620 - 71.122 = 22.'56
E -10 - . .702 + 32.903 - 267.445 = 22.7 E

EY-:= 9E . 49E +
E I-M.= - 1 02.7 +
E -MZ= 10. 632 +
E)-M -14 -. 500 +

E - . +

3.004 - 5.35 = 23.866
3G".J27 - -E-T. (41 = G3. 86.

E.052 - -83.046 =-
205.754 - 1504 = -16. 250

-3.810 - 81.231 =
195.E..:- 32.f31 =

18.5E1
16.561

E i -2..' + -2. 2: - 269.: = .3
E2-1 -91.1 + 13. 706 - -6:4.E80 = 7.389

E 1 - -:8j. 4, 3+ 3.15C - 9S . 0174 = -107. :'1
E:-r1 -- 1.7 + 19.142 - 95.265 = -1E..321

E'.:-E '. 1.2 C1E-10 E:,2- Y2'= -1. 127EE-i9 E:2-E22= . 40:7'E-I i

FLEH :.E ;.E F'HlI ENT WHILE THE F'HiI Tl0H EAT1ERN IS CALCULA1L1......

TEE rm i1i1: r POWER RADtIATED FOR ONE FiRECTION= 3.8429E-09 WPTTc.it12

THE PPD!RT1lt+ FHTTERN FOP PHI= 45.00 DEC AND = 3.00 METER.
HAi THE F 'LLOWING MA::IMUM AND RELATIVE MAXIMUMS;

THETh tL2EE; RADIATED POWEF' (LE WATTS BELOW MAX)

e.6ei

THE EJL!
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Figure 1. Emissions testing measurement system.
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Figure 2. Unknown equipment under test (EUT) is made of

equivalent three orthogonal electric and three orthogonal

magnetic dipoles.
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Figure 3. An arbitrary current source

inside one half of a TEM cell.
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Figure 4. Two EUT orientations in the TEM cell.
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Figure 5. Another two EUT orientations in the TEM cell.
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Figure 6. Final two EUT orientations in the TEM cell.
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PHI= 45.0

140 180 1 40
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100 60

PHI- 22E.0

Figure 7. Calculated power pattern in the phi = 450,

225 plane for a spherical dipole radiator, based on

measured data.
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